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Collaborative writing tools have been used widely in professional and academic organizations for many years. 
Yet, there has not been much work to improve screen reader access in mainstream collaborative writing tools. 
This severely afects the way people with vision impairments collaborate in ability-diverse teams. As a step 
towards addressing this issue, the present paper aims to improve screen reader representation of collaborative 
features such as comments and track changes (i.e., suggested edits). Building on our formative interviews 
with 20 academics and professionals with vision impairments, we developed auditory representations that 
indicate comments and edits using non-speech audio (e.g., earcons, tone overlay), multiple text-to-speech 
voices, and contextual presentation techniques. We then performed a systematic evaluation study with 48 
screen reader users that indicated that non-speech audio, changing voices, and contextual presentation can 
potentially improve writers’ collaboration awareness. We discuss implications of these results for the design 
of accessible collaborative systems. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Collaborative writing has become an integral part of professional and academic work, as business, 
education, engineering, law, and other organizational sectors are increasingly promoting group 
work that involves writing reports, papers, and articles together with others [89, 93]. Decades of 
research              
46, 61, 63, 89, 94] and developing theoretical frameworks [39, 49, 66, 77] and experimental systems 
(e.g., [8, 33, 62]) to meet the needs of collaboration and coordination within teams. In parallel, a 
multitude of tools (e.g., Google Docs, Microsoft Ofce 365, Overleaf, etc.) have been designed that 
brought to fruition ideas from early research in the form of collaborative features such as comments, 
track changes, revision history, and real-time edit notifcations. Researchers have also developed 
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in HCI and CSCW has focused on understanding collaborative writing practices [13, 15,
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ways to visualize how co-authors use and interact with these new collaborative features and how 
their individual actions and contributions shape the production of a shared document over time 
[43, 45, 64, 82, 88, 89, 97]. 
Despite signifcant academic and commercial interest in collaborative writing systems, less 

is known about how these systems support teams of people with diverse physical, cognitive, or 
sensory disabilities. Our focus is specifcally on ability-diverse teams that involve people with vision 
impairments working with sighted colleagues and the ways in which the design of collaborative 
tools and features can support collaborative writing activities that are distributed across time and 
space. Our work identifes key design challenges associated with using screen readers to perform 
collaborative writing and systematically evaluates new auditory representations of collaborative 
features to address these challenges. We focus on accessibility issues in asynchronous collaborative 
writing where co-authors work on a shared document one at a time. While recent developments in 
collaborative writing tools ofer many opportunities for synchronous collaboration (i.e., multiple 
authors working on a document simultaneously in real-time), many people still use asynchronous 
editing features, such as comments and suggested edits, to write together and exchange feedback 
[13, 89]. As such, improving screen reader access for asynchronous editing is an important frst 
step towards ensuring accessible collaboration in ability-diverse teams. 
We ground the design and study of novel auditory representations of collaborative writing 

features in interviews with 20 academics and professionals with vision impairments who regularly 
perform collaborative writing using screen readers. Our prior work reports fndings from these 
interviews that highlight the ways in which visually impaired writers navigate through an ecosystem 
of tools comprised of multiple word processors and screen readers, negotiate accessibility needs with 
sighted collaborators, and face broader social, professional, and organizational challenges in ability-
diverse collaboration [29]. In the current paper, we report new aspects of the interview data that 
detail the complexities visually impaired writers encounter when using collaborative features (e.g., 
comments and edits) during asynchronous collaborative writing. Our current analysis of interview 
data reveals that screen reader users face four key challenges as part of developing and maintaining 
collaboration awareness [30] (i.e., understanding who did what and where) in a shared document: 
(1) distinguishing between document content, collaboration markup, and comments/edits from 
others, (2) understanding how document content evolves through underlying edits, (3) managing 
disruption in workfow created by verbose spoken announcements for collaboration markup, and 
(4) controlling the infux of collaboration information. 

To address these challenges identifed through our interview study, we designed and developed a 
variety of auditory representations that incorporate non-speech audio (e.g., earcons [35] and tone 
overlays), multiple text-to-speech voices, and contextual presentation techniques. The auditory 
representations were designed to help writers identify three key pieces of information that facilitate 
collaboration awareness in asynchronous editing: where the comments are, who commented what, 
and who edited what. We evaluated these techniques through a within-subjects experiment with 
48 visually impaired writers who frequently perform collaborative writing activities using screen 
readers. Our results indicated that non-speech audio, changing voices, and contextual presentation 
techniques are promising approaches for improving collaboration awareness among screen reader 
users. We found that tone overlay works as the least disruptive approach to understanding where 
comments are located while simultaneously comprehending the text content, specifcally in complex 
passages with densely populated and overlapping comments. Similarly, reading collaborators’ edits 
or comments in diferent voices makes it easier to keep track of who edited or commented about 
a specifc text segment and what they said in their comments, although this beneft diminishes 
when more collaborators contribute to a document. Additionally, presenting edits in the context of 
a sentence helps people in fguring out how the sentence evolved after multiple edits. 
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This paper makes three key contributions to the felds of HCI, CSCW, and accessible computing. 
First, we contribute deeper empirical understandings of the complexities of how screen reader users 
maintain            
blind and sighted people collaborate in professional [21, 87], educational [53, 55, 56, 76, 79], creative 
work [16, 28, 71], and everyday living contexts [20, 91, 95]. Second, our systematic evaluation 
contributes new insights regarding how screen readers and word processors can better support 
collaborative writing through contextual markers and non-speech audio cues – techniques that have 
previously been used to improve non-visual access to graphical interfaces [52, 60, 74], diagrams 
[51, 54, 80], and navigation [34, 92] for people with vision impairments. Third, we synthesize our 
fndings from across the two studies to highlight design tradeofs and considerations for enhancing 
accessibility in future collaborative writing systems used by blind and sighted teams. 

collaboration awareness during asynchronous writing, which extends prior work on how

2 RELATED WORK 

Our work is informed by research on collaborative writing tools and practices, accessibility of 
writing tools and dynamic interfaces as well as the use of non-speech audio representations in 
assistive technology. 

2.1 Collaborative Writing Tools and Practices 
Over the years, HCI and CSCW scholars have investigated how to design collaborative writing 
systems to support co-authors and how people produce shared documents, exchange feedback, 
and interact with each other using these tools [13, 15, 46, 61, 63, 94]. Researchers have developed 
experimental systems (e.g., ShrEdit [62], Quilt [33], and SASSE [8]), theoretical frameworks [39, 49, 
66, 77], and have accumulated empirical knowledge of collaborative writing practices that led to 
further improvement of widely available collaborative systems [13, 30, 89, 94]. For example, Dourish 
and Bellotti put forth the concept of collaboration awareness, or the work of understanding who 
did what, where, and when to coordinate group eforts within a shared document [30]. In addition 
to developing collaboration awareness, Birnholtz and Ibara found that people also paid attention 
to how other co-authors might interpret their actions in the document and, subsequently, left 
comments explaining those actions [13]. To better support such group dynamics, these researchers 
suggested that collaborative writing tools incorporate a “suggestion mode” where one’s edits on 
others’ text are shown as suggested edits [14] – a feature that was later implemented on Google 
Docs. In a separate study, Wang et al. illustrated that while performing synchronous collaborative 
writing using Google Docs, users manually highlighted text written by each author using unique 
colors or fonts to develop retrospective awareness of authorship attribution, which was not readily 
available through real-time editing cursors or revision history features [89]. Collectively, this 
research focuses on understanding what kinds of collaboration information people need to learn 
and convey to others as they write together and how to design features to meet those needs. 

In a similar vein, researchers have also developed summary visualization techniques to demon-
strate who contributes what in a shared document and how the document evolves over time. Wang 
et al. aggregated streams of revision history data on Google Docs and developed two systems 
– DocuViz [88], which visualizes collaboration patterns in a group, and AuthorViz [89], which 
color-codes each author’s edited text in the fnal version after dozens of revisions (both systems 
were later implemented as Google Chrome extensions). Zhu et al. designed CEPT, a collaborative 
editing platform that facilitates language knowledge sharing among non-native speakers by pre-
senting aggregated edits of multiple co-authors and allowing users to incorporate others’ edits into 
their writing [97]. A separate thread of work has also explored ways to represent the intricacies 
of various co-authors’ actions that reveal the complex interdependencies and coordination per-
formed over a shared document. For instance, researchers have developed dynamic and interactive 
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visualizations to show the organization and hierarchical structure of the collaborative text [64], 
quality of co-authors’ contributions [82], location of their gaze within a real-time editor [43], and 
temporal, spatial, and territorial nature of their revision patterns [45, 83]. Overall, this body of work 
illustrates how visualization techniques can support people in efectively and efciently consuming 
collaboration information on individual and aggregate levels. In this paper, we focus on a relevant 
but distinct problem: we design and evaluate auditory representations of collaboration information 
to support visually impaired writers who use screen readers to access collaboration information. 

2.2 Accessibility of Writing Tools and Dynamic Web content 
While much research has been conducted on collaborative writing practices, applications, and 
visualizing collaboration information, less attention has been given to supporting collaborative 
writing for teams involving people with vision impairments. Prior work that focused on exploring 
accessibility issues in collaborative writing highlighted that screen reader users fnd it extremely 
challenging to navigate, perceive, and interact with collaborative features (e.g., comments, track 
changes, real-time editing) that are available on common writing platforms such as Microsoft Word 
and Google Docs [26, 29, 73]. Even basic functionality, such as formatting and resizing documents, 
understanding table content, searching text, and traversing menu options were also difcult to 
access via screen readers at the time of this research [26, 27, 57]. To address this, researchers have 
developed Microsoft Word or Google Docs extensions to improve accessibility of basic document 
editing and formatting features [26, 57] and provide additional context for some collaborative 
features such as track changes [73]; yet, the design of these techniques has not been explored in 
depth or evaluated systematically. 

Beyond accessibility of these writing tools, researchers have also studied the challenges people 
with vision impairments face in accessing dynamic web content and how they cope with these 
challenges [11, 12, 17, 50, 85]. While dynamic web interfaces and collaborative writing systems 
present two diferent contexts of use, there are similarities in the way information is represented 
and updated dynamically on these interfaces (e.g., real-time editing notifcations appear as co-
authors write together). As such, screen reader users often face similar challenges in accessing 
dynamic web content as they do in collaborative writing tools. For example, often users cannot 
fnd their desired information amidst dynamically updated web content that may or may not be 
relevant to them [17]. In many cases, they may not even be able to clearly identify whether their 
desired content is inaccessible or does not exist at all [11]. To address these issues, researchers 
have developed various systems (e.g., [18, 24, 72]) and guidelines for best practices [3, 50, 68] over 
the years. For instance, Brown et al. proposed tailored presentation of web updates, where the 
auditory browser only triggers non-speech sound alerts for automated updates but provides verbal 
descriptions for user-initiated updates that make meaningful changes in the webpage [24]. Sato 
et al. augmented the sequential model of web navigation by supplementing the primary voice 
output with a secondary whisper of contextually relevant information [72]. Recently, researchers 
have started investigating faster skimming of web content non-visually and proposed a number of 
techniques that include hierarchical views with dynamically generated outlines of web content 
[96], personalized adaptations according to individual preferences inferred from browsing history 
[6, 96], and automated browsing actions through semantic web modeling [7]. In our work, we 
expand on this literature by focusing on improving accessibility and usability of collaborative 
writing systems. Specifcally, we study whether non-speech audio and contextual presentations 
that have been found useful in presenting dynamic web content [24, 72] can also enhance the way 
screen reader users extract and consume collaboration information in a shared document. 
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2.3 Non-speech Audio Representations in Assistive Technology 

There is an extensive literature on non-speech auditory representations that convert graphical, 
textual, and visual data to representative sound (e.g., auditory icons, musicons, and auditory 
emoticons) or structured and abstract sound (e.g., earcons, spearcons, spatial sound, and sonifcation) 
(for an overview, see [4, 35]). One of the most important benefts of non-speech audio is that it can 
leverage users’ auditory perception skills to communicate information in unique ways, whereas 
explicit speech representations can be intrusive, time consuming, and socially unacceptable in many 
situations [35]. In particular, for people with vision impairments, non-speech audio representations 
have become a key technique in designing accessible and assistive systems. Researchers and industry 
practitioners have been developing auditory interfaces and augmentations to support navigation 
and wayfnding for visually impaired individuals using spatial binaural sound [2, 34]. Relatedly, 
Tomlinson et al. found that auditory graphs that alter sound attributes (e.g., pitch) and use non-
speech sounds to represent numerical values and graph features can help improve visually impaired 
students’ engagement in the class [80]. Sonifcation techniques were also helpful for an avid blind 
gamer in understanding the speed and trajectory of a car, and direction, sharpness, length, and 
timing of upcoming turns in a racing game [74]. Mendes et al. used spatial sound and multiple text-
to-speech voices to support workspace awareness of blind users in collaborative tabletop activities 
[52]. Similarly, Metatla et al. developed multimodal interfaces that allowed blind and sighted 
co-workers to explore diagrams through simultaneous visual and audio-haptic representations 
including earcons, synthesized speech, and magnetic force feedback [54]. Others have combined 
a number of sonifcation techniques and non-speech audio with synthesized speech feedback 
to support people with vision impairments in proximity estimation [34, 92], recognizing shapes 
[51], learning touchscreen gestures [60], receiving word completion suggestions [59], identifying 
programming constructs [41], and perceiving video annotations [32] and image descriptions[10]. 

Perhaps what makes auditory representations so pervasive within assistive technology research 
is that people with vision impairments often outperform their sighted peers in listening abilities. 
Researchers found that visually impaired users, specifcally, early adopters of screen readers, can 
comprehend synthetic speech at a much higher rate compared to sighted individuals [19, 75]. 
Blind users can also identify and understand relevant content when presented through concurrent 
synthesized voices [38]. Also, they are generally adept at diferent auditory tasks such as pitch 
identifcation [40], sound localization [86], and remembering audio stimuli [69]. 
Overall, auditory enhancements and synthesized speech efects have long been explored in 

assistive technology research and products to present complex graphical information quickly and 
efciently for people with vision impairments [4, 35, 74]. In this paper, we analyze the challenges 
of collaboration awareness for screen reader users when writing collaboratively and investigate 
whether various auditory representations that leverage non-speech audio and contextual presenta-
tion techniques efectively support understanding collaborative information. 

3 FORMATIVE STUDY: METHOD 

We conducted interviews with visually impaired writers to understand their collaborative writing 
practices and challenges associated with collaborative tools. This study was approved by the 
Institutional Review Board of Northwestern University. Our prior work [29] reports data from these 
interviews that address higher level collaboration strategies and group work practices in ability-
diverse teams. In this paper, we present additional fndings from these interviews regarding how 
visually impaired writers encounter the lower level features and technical aspects of accessibility 
in collaborative writing systems. 
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3.1 Participants 
We performed semi-structured interviews with 20 professionals and academics with vision impair-
ments (age ranging between 20-50 years, 9 identifed as male and 11 as female). Participants were 
recruited through our research network and snowball sampling. Most participants live in the United 
States except David and Grace.1 All participants perform collaborative writing frequently, except 
Kaylee who occasionally does so. For screen readers, participants mainly use JAWS, NVDA, and 
VoiceOver. A few participants also have experience using Microsoft Narrator, Android Talkback, 
and Google ChromeVox. Participants primarily rely on auditory speech output of screen readers, 
although a few participants occasionally use braille displays along with screen readers. Interviews 
specifcally focused on how participants perform collaborative writing using auditory speech output 
of screen readers. Microsoft Word and Google Docs are the most common tools for collaborative 
writing among the participants. Participants come from diferent professional backgrounds and 
most of them perform writing activities with both sighted and blind collaborators. See Table 2 in 
Appendix A for participant details including their self-reported visual ability, occupation, and the 
kinds of documents they produce through collaborative writing. 

3.2 Procedure 

We conducted the interviews remotely through phone or audio/video conferencing tools such 
as Zoom, Skype, or Facetime as preferred by the participants. All interviews were conducted by 
the frst author between January 2019 and March 2019. At the beginning of each interview, we 
collected verbal consent from the participants. Interviews lasted for approximately 40-75 minutes. 
Participants were compensated with US$30 gift cards for their time and efort. All the interviews 
were audio recorded and transcribed for analysis. We conducted the interviews in a semi-structured 
format so that participants could freely talk about their experiences interacting with various 
collaborative writing tools. Our broader interview protocol focused on understanding how visually 
impaired writers perform group work in predominantly sighted workplaces, with an emphasis on 
how they communicate their accessibility needs to sighted collaborators, how their collaborators 
view and act on these accessibility needs, and how group members adapt their work practices to 
create access. In addition to exploring these broader collaboration practices, we also asked about 
how visually impaired writers individually interact with collaborative features (e.g., comments 
and edits) using screen readers and discussed ideas for improving the design of these tools. Our 
analysis here focuses on responses to the latter interview questions whereas our earlier publication 
[29] details fndings related to higher level collaboration strategies and group work practices. 

3.3 Data Analysis 
We followed a refexive thematic analysis method for data analysis [22, 23]. We began by having 
the frst two authors read the interview transcripts. The frst author re-read and open coded the 
interview transcripts with a particular focus on investigating participants’ individual interaction 
with collaborative writing systems. Next, she wrote analytic memos on the codes and collated 
them into preliminary themes through a process of iteratively comparing data to data and data 
to emerging themes. All the authors regularly discussed the themes and codes as a group. Finally, 
we organized the themes according to tasks and goals that participants seek to accomplish while 
performing collaborative writing, focusing on asynchronous writing activities and the process 
of collaboration awareness [30]. Each theme captures how participants interact with diferent 
collaborative features to achieve specifc goals, what complexities arise in this process, how they 

1All names are pseudonyms. 
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cope with these complexities, and what design changes could potentially improve their collaborative 
writing experience. 

Although we focus here on the technological features of collaborative systems and how they afect 
access, our analysis is informed by Kafer’s political/relational model of disability [42] and work from 
other feminist disability scholars [31, 48, 90]. Specifcally, we view access as a continuous process 
that is negotiated through particular socio-material confgurations instead of located entirely in the 
individual, society, or technology. In this work, we focus on improving the design of technological 
features as a step towards advancing accessibility in group work. However, we recognize that 
accessibility, and how it is achieved in group interaction, is a complex sociotechnical phenomenon. 

4 FORMATIVE STUDY: FINDINGS 

Collaborative writing is a complex process that requires co-authors to remain aware of each other’s 
actions, such as who is editing or commenting what, where, and when, and how the shared document 
is evolving through these actions [13, 30, 39, 77]. Existing collaborative writing applications ofer a 
number of visual cues to help sighted writers remain cognizant of their co-authors’ actions in the 
shared document. For example, in applications like Microsoft Word or Google Docs, comments are 
juxtaposed in the sidebar beside the document body, text portions where comments are anchored 
are highlighted, insertions and deletions are represented through underlining and strikethrough, 
and comments and edits by diferent co-authors are color-coded. Additionally, various interactive 
features help sighted people navigate through and respond to collaborators’ actions. For instance, 
when a comment is selected in Word, the saturation of the color highlighting the corresponding 
text portion increases and the commented text becomes visually prominent; Word also reinforces 
the connection by converting the dashed line connecting the comment with the anchor text into a 
solid one (see Figure 1 for an example). 

Fig. 1. Screenshot of a Microsof Word document with edits and comments from two co-authors. 

In comparison to these visual representations, screen readers’ auditory representations of collab-
orative features fall short in providing required information in easily understandable and efective 
ways. For instance, screen readers indicate the presence of a comment or revision by announcing 
markup phrases such as ‘has comment’, ‘revision, inserted’, ‘revision, deleted’ that are spoken inline 
alongside the document text. Some screen readers also provide the name of the collaborator and the 
content of the comment or edit. While screen readers attempt to convey important collaboration 
information through spoken announcements, the way this information is actually presented makes 
it challenging for people to perform certain tasks that are essential for developing collaboration 
awareness. Below we detail these tasks along with the challenges associated with them and potential 
design changes to alleviate these challenges. 
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4.1 Distinguishing between Document Content, Collaboration Markup, and 
Collaborators’ Actions 

To coordinate group eforts in a shared document, co-authors must learn who edited or commented 
what and where in the document. As we discussed earlier, screen readers present this collaboration 
information through serialized spoken announcements where markup phrases (e.g., ‘has comment’, 
‘revision inserted’) and document content are interlaced. This makes it “cognitively overloading” 
for our participants to diferentiate between document content and collaboration markup phrases 
as well as keep track of diferent collaborators’ actions (e.g., comments/edits). Emma said, “Track 
changes tends to muddy the waters very badly. For instance, if I have a document that someone else 
has changed, I might hear ‘the cat deleted rat ate 15 mice changed to’... Some of it is actual text, some 
of it is deleted text and [I’m] not having a great diference between the diferent ones.” 

Furthermore, screen readers ofer no straightforward way to diferentiate between hierarchical 
comments (i.e., replies) and overlapping versus standalone comments. Mike, Isaac, Emma, and Maya 
explained that they “try to make sense [of replies and overlapping comments] based on the context 
of the discussion.” This, however, requires them to go through a “daunting process” that involves 
jumping back and forth between the list of comments and the document text, and performing a 
number of checking steps. For instance, in the list view of JAWS, each comment appears with a 
snippet of the text they are attached to. In cases where a comment does not have the snippet of 
the attached text alongside it, participants “assume that it’s the reply for the previous comment.” 
Alternatively, if multiple adjacent comments in the sequential list are attached to the same portion 
of text, those are considered to be overlapping with each other. To avoid this complex procedure, 
Mike asks his collaborators to reply in a separate comment and to preface their comment with “in 
reply to your previous comment” instead of leaving replies or overlapping comments. 
Participants suggested that one possible way to easily process and distinguish between these 

intertwined pieces of collaboration information could be using multiple synthesized speech voices 
or manipulating speech parameters (e.g., pitch). Elena explained, “There could be more done with 
sound or pitch or infection or even using multiple text-to-speech voices to present it... It would be cool 
if you could set a voice for each of the editors.” Addison even made an analogy between listening to 
comments/edits from co-authors in diferent voices and “see[ing] it in a diferent color, so you can 
still keep reading and it doesn’t break up your fow.” 
While most participants suggested using diferent voices to elucidate diferent co-authors’ ed-

its/comments, Emma proposed an alternative use-case, where specifc voices could denote “diferent 
kinds of text (inserted or deleted text) in a document with track changes.” She emphasized that the 
characteristics of the voices should semantically align with the type of text they represent. For 
example, deleted text could be read out in a “deeper” (i.e., low-pitched) voice to delineate that “that’s 
not really relevant anymore,” while inserted text could have a “higher pitched voice so that I could 
tell, ‘Oh, hey, that’s new, that wasn’t part of the original documents.”’ Thus, audio characteristics (e.g., 
pitch and timbre) of text-to-speech voices could potentially convey the distinction between original 
and modifed text content as well as which co-author acted on the content and how. However, 
participants emphasized the importance of attending to specifc design choices that could facilitate 
(or even further complicate) the way screen reader users develop collaboration awareness. In 
particular, auditory representations that use multiple text-to-speech voices for collaborators’ edits 
and comments must be designed carefully such that they do not create further cognitive overload 
for screen reader users instead of reducing it. 
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4.2 Understanding the Evolution of Document Content 
In addition to understanding who edited what, an important aspect of collaboration awareness 
involves perceiving how original content changes through the underlying edits. For screen reader 
users, however, understanding the context of the edits becomes immensely difcult, because it 
requires them to keep track of the original text, edited text, and collaboration markup, all of which 
are intertwined in the screen reader read-aloud. Bill explained, “What might take you 10 seconds to 
identify, may very well take me three minutes to disambiguate, because I’m going to read a complex 
paragraph with changes in complex sentences from three diferent authors, maybe even close to one 
another... I’ve forgotten the frst half of the sentence by the time I get to the middle of the sentence.” 
Instead of relying on screen reader announcements, sometimes Mike, Emma, and Henry keep 

multiple copies of a document – the original version and an edited version (without markup). They 
switch back and forth between these two copies and manually compare them sentence by sentence 
to detect “how someone’s changes would afect the document before and after.” However, this manual 
comparison process becomes quite challenging over time. As Mike described, “...after a while, you 
can imagine what I decided to do. I quit. Because it didn’t work.” Alternatively, sometimes participants 
ask their collaborators to summarize their edits using comments so that they can at least gather 
a high-level idea about “what was in the original paragraph and what he has changed.” However, 
this workaround does not provide details about collaborators’ actions that are visually available 
through features such as track changes or version history. “You can imagine, it’s not comprehensive 
enough compared to [what] you (sighted people) can see... very detailed changes that track changes 
can give you,” commented Mike. 
In this vein, participants emphasized the importance of listening to edits in the context of the 

original sentence so that they can easily fgure out how collaborators’ edits alter the form and 
meaning of the sentence. As Bill suggested, “Read[ing] the original version versus the modifed version 
would be super helpful and super powerful... to freeze the changes as if they have been accepted, and 
then to iterate across the possibilities... so that you can get a sense of what the diferent versions are.” 
These excerpts highlight the importance of a contextual presentation of edits that could make it 
easier for screen reader users to understand the evolution of text content through the edits. 

4.3 Managing Disruption in Workflow 

Our participants shared that the way screen readers provide notifcations for collaboration markup 
through a series of spoken announcements often creates a “verbal clutter.” Due to such continuous 
and copious collaboration notifcations, participants fnd it extremely difcult to focus on their 
own work. Sofa shared her frustration: “I was just hearing so much information that I just feel like I 
had a big jumbled mess in my document... It (track changes) didn’t tell me enough of the information I 
needed, and it told me too much of the information I didn’t need... I just didn’t fnd it very efective for 
my workfow and my thought processing. It just made everything messier, not more efcient.” 

Thus, in the process of making users aware of their collaborators’ actions in the document, screen 
readers end up conveying “too much information at once” and impede individual workfow. To 
reduce such interruption in their workfow, participants often turn of spoken announcements and 
discuss their edits through alternative communication mediums instead (e.g., email, phone, or chat 
applications). Others often come up with workarounds to entirely avoid using default collaborative 
features. For instance, many participants prefer to “read through this document and put any of my 
comments right in brackets or parentheses” inline within the document text. Some also use special 
notations (e.g., @@@) that are “unique enough that it’s not going to be elsewhere in the document by 
chance” so that they can easily search through the text for locating inline comments when needed. 
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Despite being a common strategy among our participants, leaving inline comments does not 
always work as the perfect solution either. Bill explained, “It [inline comments] could be very helpful 
as you’re just reading through maybe the frst time you’re getting a draft back from a colleague, but 
not as helpful if you’re working on stuf and know about the comments already, and now they’re all of 
a sudden getting in your way.” Here, we see that although inline comments are useful in certain 
scenarios, they can also be obtrusive to one’s fow of reading and understanding of the text content 
in a similar way to spoken announcements. 

Participants suggested one possible approach to reduce such verbal clutter and resulting disrup-
tion in workfow could be using non-speech audio cues (e.g., earcons) instead of spoken announce-
ments to indicate the presence of comments or edits. Emma explained, “I would like something 
less obtrusive... whether that be an audio cue or a notation on my braille display... Because the words 
(spoken announcements) are going to stop me from actually being able to listen to what I’m working on, 
where hopefully the not-words will not.” Prior work that focused on navigational tasks and perceiving 
auditory graphs have also found that non-speech audio cues are less disruptive and impose less 
cognitive load for processing information compared to speech [35, 70]. Importantly, screen reader 
users’ preferences of auditory representations would likely be subjective and dependent on specifc 
use-cases, where they “might prefer speech in some instances, a tone [in others].” Thus, a key design 
consideration for collaborative features is to determine which auditory representation works better 
for the task an individual is trying to accomplish at a particular instance. 

4.4 Controlling the Influx of Collaboration Information 

In addition to how collaboration information should be represented, what information needs to be 
accessed when also depends on the context of use, that is, whether the person is reading or editing 
the document at a particular instance and for what purposes. As such, understanding people’s intent 
of use and customizing auditory representations accordingly are critical to “siphon through” the 
large amount of information that is generated in a collaborative writing scenario. Maya described, 
“Collaboration is a good example where being able to customize the way information is presented will 
be really important, because diferent things will be important at diferent times. Maybe if I was an 
instructor, it would be really important for me to know that everyone’s collaborating... But then maybe 
when I’m writing a paper, I really need to know the track changes that were added.” 

In existing writing applications, screen reader users can control which collaboration information 
they want to know by toggling notifcations for diferent collaborative features (e.g., comments, 
edits). While having separate controls for each feature can be useful in many scenarios, for screen 
reader users, “that’s just completely useless, because you have to remember to toggle all of those back, 
and they’re not in the same place, and it’s just an arduous task.” The way controls and settings options 
are designed in existing applications relies heavily on visual exploration and requires memorizing 
numerous keyboard shortcuts when accessed using screen readers. Bill instead suggested a mode or 
“scene-based” approach (e.g., editing or reading mode) that could allow people to easily consolidate 
and declare their desired collaboration information at a given instance. He said, “What I would 
recommend there is a simple toggle of preference or verbosity, but not based around any type of static 
setting, but instead based around the fact that– ‘Okay, I’m interested in a lot of editing related stuf 
now. Tell me about the following three, four, fve things.”’ 

Beyond mode-based controls, screen reader users also need to be able to control what information 
they hear at a particular instance by opportunistically navigating comments or edits as opposed 
to receiving continuous spoken notifcations. Henry explained, “Maybe you don’t have to have all 
that information right away. If you just had an earcon or a beep sound, maybe that’s- ‘Hey, there’s a 
comment here,’ then you could press a hotkey to learn more about it.” As we see here, participants 
wanted to access collaboration information through a hierarchical approach that would combine 
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“less cluttered” notifcations (e.g., non-speech audio cues) for the presence of a comment/edit with 
the opportunity to go deeper to explore the content of comments/edits with keyboard shortcuts. 
Overall, our formative work illustrates that screen reader users face multiple challenges in 

maintaining collaboration awareness, which are due to the ways in which screen readers present 
who did what and where in a document as well as needing to understand how collaborators 
altered the document content without disrupting one’s workfow. While there are several ways to 
address such challenges (e.g., text summarization [5]), our fndings suggest one viable but relatively 
unexplored approach is to redesign the auditory representations that screen readers and word 
processing tools use to present collaborative information. 

5 DESIGNING AND EVALUATING ACCESSIBLE AUDITORY REPRESENTATIONS 

Building on insights from our formative interview study, we designed, developed, and evaluated 
auditory representations that aim to support collaboration awareness for screen reader users during 
asynchronous collaborative writing. The study investigates how diferent auditory representations 
can address issues of cognitive overload, verbal clutter, and lack of context associated with three 
key questions that are essential to developing collaboration awareness: (1) where the comments are, 
(2) who commented what, and (3) who edited what. 

We conduct the study in three distinct modules, each centering around one of the three questions 
stated above. The auditory representations we developed focus on asynchronous collaboration 
information (e.g., comments and edits). In each module, We compare default techniques available 
in existing screen readers (i.e., direct spoken announcements) to one or two experimental auditory 
representations (i.e., non-speech audio and contextual presentation). Before conducting the study, 
we refned the auditory representations and our study design through in-person pilot testing 
sessions with three visually impaired writers. Pilot participants were expert users of screen readers 
(e.g., JAWS, NVDA, etc.) and familiar with collaborative features on Microsoft Word such as 
comments and track changes. The pilot sessions lasted for 60-80 minutes and participants received 
US$50 compensation. 

Our formative study indicated that screen reader users’ preferences regarding diferent auditory 
representations may depend on the context of use and complexity of the collaborative document. For 
example, a spoken announcement may seem overwhelming when multiple overlapping comments 
are attached within a sentence, whereas an earcon may work better in such a scenario. In contrast, if 
a comment is attached to a long span of text, a background tone alongside the text may give clearer 
indication of the presence of the comment, compared to earcons played only at the beginning and 
the end of the commented text. Thus, understanding the ways comment and edit complexity in 
a document infuences the utility of diferent auditory representations is essential for making a 
collaborative system robust to the nuances that are likely to appear in natural writing situations. 
To address this, we designed the study to examine how participants’ reactions to the default and 
experimental techniques are contingent upon collaboration complexity of the shared documents. 

5.1 Generating Auditory Representations for Collaborative Writing 

As the basis for our exploration of the various techniques, we developed a system that generates 
custom auditory representations using a Microsoft Word document as input. The system’s input 
parameters can be confgured to generate various audio representations corresponding to the 
document body text, edits, and comments. For example, these include adding earcons or additional 
contextual markers before or after comments or edits, playing edits and comments from diferent 
collaborators in diferent synthesized voices, and adding a background tone to indicate the presence 
of comments as the document content is read aloud. The system extracts text content and collabo-
ration metadata from Word documents using the Word Object Model and pywin32 Python package. 
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It then converts these metadata to JSON objects and applies text-to-speech conversion and other 
non-speech audio efects to create diferent auditory representations. We used the Amazon Polly 
service for text-to-speech conversion and the LibROSA Python package for audio processing. We 
used a voice identifed as male (Matthew) on Amazon Polly as the default voice that reads the main 
document content and collaboration markup phrases. Among all the English (US accent) voices 
available on Amazon Polly, Matthew was chosen as default, because it most closely matched with 
the default voices of JAWS and NVDA screen readers. We verifed this with one of our pilot partici-
pants who is a profcient screen reader user. Full details of the specifc auditory representations are 
provided in the three study module sections below (Sections 6.1, 7.1, and 8.1). 

5.2 Experimental Design and Stimuli 
We defned document complexity according to the key collaboration question that guides the design 
of each module, i.e., where the comments are in Module 1, who commented what in Module 2, and who 
edited what in Module 3. We employed a within-subjects design where each participant experiences 
all available techniques (default and experimental) in each module. For each technique, participants 
listen to two stimuli passages – one with high complexity and another with low complexity. Thus, 
each participant listens to 16 passages in total: six in the frst module (two for each of the three 
techniques – one default and two experimental, see Section 6.2), four in the second module (two for 
each of the two techniques – one default and one experimental, see Section 7.2), and six in the third 
module (two for each of the three techniques – one default and two experimental, see Section 8.2). 
We prepared 16 diferent passages to ensure that participants do not experience a passage more 
than once. Each of these 16 passages had two variations accommodating two levels of document 
complexity. To save time during the study, we generated and pre-recorded audio for all the stimuli 
passages beforehand (see Section 5.1). Within each module, we fully counterbalanced the stimuli to 
control the presentation order of techniques and document complexity across participants. 
We standardized the stimuli used in the study. Each stimulus includes a single passage (5-6 

sentences with 45-55 words in the frst module and 4-5 sentences with 35-45 words in the last two 
modules). All stimuli have readability scores ranging from 6-7 according to the Flesch-Kincaid 
Grade Level. While preparing the passages, we selected topics that were less likely to be of public 
knowledge but did not need domain expertise to be understood. We collected passages from 
online resources (e.g., Wikipedia, blogs) about birds, animals, cities, and landmarks, and cross-
checked from multiple sources to ensure that the statements were factually correct. We chose 
commenter and editor names that were mono or bi-syllable (e.g., Lisa or Beth) and commonly used 
in English language. During our pilot sessions, we noticed that sometimes participants remembered 
comments/edits in terms of perceived gender identity of the voice (e.g., “the boy made the most 
comments” ). While identifying a collaborator by the gender of their assigned voice could be useful 
in a natural writing scenario, it was potentially introducing a confound in our study. To avoid this, 
we included only female identifying names and voices for commenters and editors. 

5.3 Participants 
We conducted the evaluation study with 48 visually impaired writers who were randomly assigned 
to counterbalanced orders2. Eleven of our participants had also participated in the formative 
interviews. We recruited participants through the National Federation of the Blind, our research 
network, and snowball sampling. Each participant was compensated with a US$60 gift card. 

2We were required to discard and re-run three sessions with new participants due to the presence of background noise and 
difculty in understanding passage content. 
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Participants had diferent levels of visual abilities ranging from total blindness (60.4%) to legal 
blindness or low vision with or without light perception due to a number of conditions such as 
Retinitis Pigmentosa, Retinopathy of Prematurity, Glaucoma, etc., with onset at birth (60.4%) or 
later in life as well as acquired vision loss due to accidents. 47.9% of participants identifed as 
female, 50% as male, and 2.1% as female/non-binary. Participants ranged in age from 19 to 60 with 
the most in the 25-34 range (37.5%). 62.5% participants identifed as White, 16.7% as Hispanic, 
10.4% as Asian, and 4.2% as Middle Eastern. Participant occupations included professor, assistive 
technology specialist, business analyst, fnance advisor, attorney, and rehabilitation counselor, 
among others. Most participants (83.3%) lived in the U.S. and the rest came from seven diferent 
countries. Forty-two participants self-reported as expert users of one or more screen readers such 
as JAWS (45.8%), NVDA (37.5%), and VoiceOver (66.7%), while the remaining six participants self-
reported as advanced users of at least one screen reader. Participants mostly used Microsoft Word 
(97.9%), Google Docs (91.7%), and text-based editors such as Notes or Notepad (93.8%) for writing. 
Many participants frequently used comments (60.4%), track changes (47.9%), and real-time editing 
(29.2%), while others used these features occasionally. 

5.4 Procedure 

We conducted the study remotely using the conferencing tool Zoom. We tested the audio quality 
on diferent networks and selected the best setup. We asked participants to work from a quiet space, 
with a reliable internet connection, and using the speaker confguration (headphones or speakers) 
that they prefer for working with screen readers. During the session, we played the audio stimuli 
on our local computer and shared computer audio with the participants via Zoom. Each evaluation 
session lasted for 80-100 minutes, was audio-recorded and later transcribed for analysis. All of the 
sessions were conducted by the frst author between February 2020 and April 2020. 
The study session started by explaining the purpose of the study and collecting verbal consent 

from the participants. For participants residing in EEA countries, we collected consent prior to 
the session using a GDPR-compliant online form. Next, we asked a number of questions related 
to participants’ demographic information, usage of screen readers and writing tools, and their 
collaborative writing practices. After the demographic questionnaire, we played an example passage 
to adjust the volume level and check whether participants could hear the non-speech audio cues. 
We also requested that participants keep their screen readers muted (unless otherwise required), do 
not update their volume levels, and do not take any written notes during the session. Additionally, 
we explained to the participants that some questions may draw on their memory of the content 
presented and that they can respond with ‘I don’t recall the answer,’ if needed. 
We started each module by explaining the key collaboration question addressed in the module 

(e.g., ‘where the comments are’ in the frst module) and the diferent techniques available to 
represent this information. At the beginning of each technique, we briefy explained how it works 
using an example passage and the kinds of questions participants will be asked after each passage. 
Participants had the option to listen to the example passage multiple times to understand the 
technique clearly. We used the same topic for the example passage throughout the study. Unlike 
the example passage, the stimuli passages were played only once during the main experiment. 

After each passage, we asked a set of questions to assess participants’ perception of collaboration 
information presented in the passage. We also asked one multiple-choice question specifcally about 
the passage to gauge participants’ comprehension of passage content. When participants fnished 
listening to both passages for a technique, we asked them to rate their agreement with statements 
that captured their perception of use, i.e., perceived ease of understanding collaboration information, 
perceived ease of learning, perceived cognitive load, and perceived disruption in workfow on a 5-point 
Likert-style rating scale (ranging from 1-‘strongly disagree’ to 5-‘strongly agree’). See Table 1 for 
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Table 1. Study Measures 

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 
Questions related to collaboration content and passage comprehension (asked after each passage) 

Perception of 
collaboration 
information 

• Where are the comments 
attached– mostly in the 
frst half, last half, or 
evenly distributed? 

• Are there any overlap-
ping comments? 

• Who commented about a 
specifc text? 

• What did the commenter 
say about the specifc 
text? 

• Who commented the 
most? 

• Are there any replies to a 
specifc comment? 

• Who edited a specifc 
sentence? 

• How did the meaning of 
the sentence alter after 
the edits? 

• Who edited the most? 

Comprehension of 
passage content 

Example: where does the 
heron reside? 

Example: where is blue 
lagoon located? N/A 

Likert-style self-report measures to capture participants’ perception of use 
(asked after both passages for each technique) 

Perceived ease of 
understanding 
collaboration 
information 

• I could easily understand 
where the comments 
were attached. 

• I could easily understand 
if there were any overlap-
ping comments. 

• I could easily understand 
who commented what. 

• I could easily understand 
what the comment was 
about. 

• I could easily understand 
the replies to a comment. 

• I could easily under-
stand who edited what. 

• I could easily under-
stand how edits altered 
the meaning of a sen-
tence. 

Perceived ease of 
learning 

This technique was easy to 
learn. 

This technique was easy to 
learn. 

This technique was easy 
to learn. 

Perceived 
cognitive load 

Understanding this 
technique required a lot of 

mental efort. 

Understanding this 
technique required a lot of 

mental efort. 

Understanding this 
technique required a lot 

of mental efort. 
Perceived 

disruption in 
workfow 

This technique disrupted 
my reading fow. 

This technique disrupted 
my reading fow. 

This technique disrupted 
my reading fow. 

Open-ended questions about overall preference and further improvement 
(asked at the end of each module) 

the detailed study measures in each module3. We encouraged participants to rate these statements 
based on their overall experience with the techniques instead of whether or not they were able to 
answer passage comprehension and collaboration content related questions. We did this to reduce 
the extent to which participants’ performance infuenced their ratings, since the questions and the 
statements aimed to capture diferent facets of the techniques. Finally, at the end of the module, 
we asked participants open-ended questions regarding their preferences for diferent techniques 
(e.g., which technique(s) they liked the most and the least), the rationales behind their choices, and 
feedback for further improvement. 

3We also administered questions and statements that capture perception of collaboration information in other nuanced 
aspects such as the span of commented text and the number of edits, comments, editors, or commenters in a passage. 
However, we do not see evidence of diference in the way diferent auditory techniques impacted these aspects. For ease of 
exposition, we do not report these results in the paper. 
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5.5 Analysis Method 

We followed a mixed-method approach that involved quantitative analyses on performance mea-
sures and self-reported data as well as qualitative coding on open-ended feedback. Performance 
measures include responses to the questions we ask after each passage to capture participants’ 
perception of collaboration information and comprehension of passage content. Self-reported data 
focus on participants’ perception of use and are recorded as ratings regarding each technique as 
well as overall preferences for the techniques within each module. 

For analyzing performance measures, two researchers independently reviewed and labeled 
participants’ responses to each question with a binary category (‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’). We 
assessed inter-rater reliability using Cohen’s Kappa and achieved κ = 0.83 to κ = 0.95, which 
indicate high agreement among the coders [44]. We then resolved any disagreements through 
discussion. The predictor variables for our models depend on the specifc module of the study under 
investigation. These included the technique experienced (e.g., default announcement, earcons, and 
tone overlay in the frst module), complexity of the passage (low and high) and, when applicable, a 
technique X complexity interaction term. We also controlled for the order in which a participant 
experienced a technique (e.g., 1, 2, or 3) and a participant’s usage of the relevant collaboration feature 
(i.e., whether they have prior experience of using the feature frequently or not).4 We considered 
‘commenting’ as the relevant feature in the frst two modules that address where the comments are 
and who commented what. In the last module that addresses who edited what, we consider ‘track 
changes’ as the relevant collaboration feature. For analyzing the performance measures, we applied 
linear mixed efects logistic regression models to account for non-independence in the data (e.g., 
repeated measures collected from the same participants under diferent conditions).5 For ease of 
exposition, throughout the paper, we only report results from the fnal models that were selected 
on the basis of Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) scores [25]. 

Similar to the models of performance measures, for self-reported ratings of perception of use, we 
included technique as a predictor and controlled for the order of experiencing the technique and a 
participant’s usage of the relevant collaboration feature. We applied linear mixed efects regression 
models to analyze the self-reported ratings. Finally, we categorized participants’ overall preferences 
on a scale of 1-3 (for the frst and third modules) or 1-2 (for the second module) with higher rank 
associated with the most preferred technique. For analyzing these preference rankings, we included 
technique as a predictor and controlled for the usage of the commenting feature. We applied linear 
mixed efects regression models to analyze the preference rankings.6 We report unstandardized β 
coefcients for linear regression throughout the paper, which permits interpretation of the predictor 
efects in original units. 
Additionally, we analyzed participants’ open-ended feedback using open-coding and iterative 

comparison between the codes to identify salient themes [22]. These concepts detailed participants’ 
rationales behind preferring diferent techniques and how these techniques could improve and/or 
disrupt their perception of collaboration information and individual workfow in diferent contexts. 

4We encountered model convergence issues in two cases, and removed control variables to address those, see Table 5 and 
Table 7. 
5Linear mixed models have several advantages over Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) approaches including that they account 
for both fxed and random efects, and standard error adjustments are made to better account for repeated measures [37].
6We also applied a non-parametric statistical test (pairwise Wilcoxon Signed Rank test) on Likert-style responses and 
preference rankings and found nearly identical results. 
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Fig. 2. Auditory representations in Module 1 (where the comments are) are shown for a passage with two 
sentences and three comments (second and third comments are overlapping). Top: Announcement. Collabo-
ration markup is shown in Courier New font. Botom lef: Earcons. The bell icons slanted lef and right 
respectively denote the starting DING sound and the ending DONG sound. Botom right: Tone overlay. The 
low and high frequency waveforms respectively denote the lower and higher pitched background tone. 

6 MODULE 1: WHERE ARE THE COMMENTS? 

As the frst component of our evaluation, we examine how to best support the challenging task 
of comprehending a passage while simultaneously identifying where comments are located and 
whether they are overlapping. 

6.1 Auditory Representations 
In the frst module of the study, we incorporated three auditory representations to denote where 
comments are attached in a document: announcement (default), earcons, and tone overlay. Following 
insights from our interview study, we designed the earcons and tone overlay representations to as-
sess whether non-speech audio can reduce the ‘verbal clutter’ created by the spoken announcement 
while indicating the location of comments in a document. 

Announcement (default). Spoken announcement is the default technique that many screen 
readers use to indicate the presence of a comment attached to a text portion of the document 
content. Diferent screen readers use slightly diferent phrases to announce the starting and ending 
of a comment. We chose the phrases ‘start comment’ and ‘end comment’ following the way 
JAWS announces comments in Google Docs. In cases where two comments overlap each other, two 
‘start comment’ phrases appear one after another, indicating that a comment started before 
another comment ended (i.e., it was fully or partially overlapped, see Figure 2, top). Note that screen 
readers use a variety of speech-based confgurations to represent comments and edits. For example, 
both JAWS and NVDA have list views where users can navigate through all the comments (or edits) 
sequentially. However, we chose the aforementioned technique as the default, since our focus in 
this study is on the way screen reader users consume collaboration information as they go through 
the document content – not on how they attend to the list of comments/edits separately. An audio 
example can be found here: http://bit.ly/bvi-cw-mod1-announcement. 
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Earcons. In this technique, two distinct audio tones work as earcons [35] i.e., abstract represen-
tations of the spoken phrases ‘start comment’ and ‘end comment’. We used a two-part bell 
sound (DING-DONG), where the DING sound specifes the starting of a comment and the DONG 
sound specifes the ending (see Figure 2, bottom left). Similar to the announcement technique, two 
DING sounds appearing one after another indicates the overlap between two comments. Based on 
feedback received from pilot testing sessions, we adjusted the length and the loudness of the sounds 
to make them noticeable but subtle and comfortable for listening. For the same reason, we chose 
these short-lived DING-DONG sounds instead of complex earcons consisting of multiple rhythmic 
sequences [35]. An audio example can be found at this link: http://bit.ly/bvi-cw-mod1-earcons. 

Tone Overlay. In this technique, a tone is continuously played in the background as long as the 
text portion associated with a comment is read out. The frequency (i.e., pitch) of the background 
tone is increased when text portions have multiple comments overlapping with each other so that 
users can detect where standalone and overlapping comments are attached (see Figure 2, bottom 
right). We used 185 Hz (note G3) for the background tone associated with text having standalone 
comments and 220 Hz (note A3) for overlapping comments. We adjusted the amplitude of the 
background tone according to feedback from pilot participants to keep it at a discernible level but 
much lower than the level of the text read-aloud. We did this to ensure that users can distinguish 
the background tone from the text read-aloud, but it does not impede perception of the text content. 
An audio example can be found at this link: http://bit.ly/bvi-cw-mod1-tone-overlay. 

6.2 Stimuli and Measures 
Given the focus on understanding where the comments are attached, we manipulate document 
complexity in terms of the number of comments, the length of the text where comments are 
attached, and whether there are any overlapping comments. For each of the three techniques, we 
prepared stimuli passages with two levels of complexity: low (2-3 comments in total, all are attached 
to 2-4 words in the passage text, and no overlapping comments) and high (5-6 comments in total, 
two of them are attached to a single word, one with a whole sentence and the rest to 2-4 words, 
and one pair of overlapping comments). Thus, in this module, participants listen to six passages in 
total, two for each technique. Table 1 includes the set of questions we asked to assess participants’ 
perception of collaboration information and comprehension of passage content and the self-report 
statements we administered to capture their perception of use and overall preference. 

6.3 Results 
We begin by investigating how diferent auditory representations (default announcement, earcons, 
or tone overlay) afect participants’ performance on the questions related to where the comments 
are attached. With regards to the question that asked about the location of the distribution of 
comments in the passage (i.e., whether the comments are attached mostly in the frst half or last half 
of the passage or almost evenly distributed throughout), we see diferences in the way participants 
performed using these techniques in low and high complexity passages. Specifcally, using earcons, 
participants were less likely to correctly identify the location of the comments in a low complexity 
passage relative to the default announcement, whereas they were more likely to correctly identify 
comment locations in a high complexity passage relative to the default announcement. In other 
words, the odds of correctly locating comments with earcons is 0.33 times than with the default 
announcement in a low complexity passage, whereas in a high complexity passage, the odds of 
correctly locating comments with earcons is 6.4 times than with the default announcement (for the 
interaction, loд(OR) = 2.95, p = 0.006, see Figure 3 and Table 3). There was a similar statistical trend 
in participants’ performance using tone overlay in low and high complexity passages. Particularly, 
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in a low complexity passage, the odds of correctly identifying the location of comments is 0.57 
times compared to the default announcement, whereas in a high complexity passage the odds of 
correctly identifying the location of comments is 4.1 times compared to the default announcement 
(for the interaction, loд(OR) = 1.96, p = 0.059, see Figure 3 and Table 3). This possibly indicates 
that in a low complexity passage with only a few comments dispersed throughout, the spoken 
announcements may have provided a more straightforward way to understand where comments 
are located compared to non-speech audio cues. However, in a high complexity passage where 
comments were densely populated — in close proximity and with overlaps between each other, 
spoken announcements may have become more confusing and verbose while earcons and tone 
overlay performed relatively better in identifying the distribution of comments. 

Fig. 3. Plot showing predicted values for correct responses to the question about the location of the distribution 
of comments using default announcement, earcons, and tone overlay in low and high complexity passages. 
Error bars represent +/-SE. 

Turning to the comprehension of passage content, we see that tone overlay improved compre-
hension relative to the default technique and earcons. With tone overlay, the odds of correctly 
answering the question about passage content is 1.9 times compared to using the default technique 
(loд(OR) = 0.63, p = 0.055, Table 3) and 2.7 times compared to using earcons (loд(OR) = 1.01, p 
= 0.002)7. In addition, participants reported several benefts of tone overlay and earcons on the 
self-report measures. They felt it was easier to understand overlapping comments using tone 
overlay compared to the default technique and earcons; particularly, the predicted rating for tone 
overlay is 0.58 units higher (on the fve point Likert-scale) than for the default technique (β = 0.58, 
p = <0.001, Table 4) and 0.31 units higher than for earcons (β = 0.31, p = 0.046). Additionally, they 
reported that their reading fow was less disrupted using both earcons (β = -0.50, p = 0.04, Table 4) 
and tone overlay (β = -1.02, p < 0.001, Table 4) compared to the default announcement. This fnding 
that both earcons and tone overlay were considered less disruptive than spoken announcement 
supports our intuition behind using these non-speech audio representations to reduce verbal clutter 
and help fuent reading fow. Furthermore, tone overlay was considered to be even less disruptive 
(β = -0.52, p = 0.03) and requiring less cognitive efort (β = -0.44, p = 0.045) than earcons. 

7To directly compare earcons and tone overlay, we re-ran the models and changed the reference category of the Technique 
variable from default announcement to earcons. For this reason, these results do not appear in the table in Appendix B. 
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Overall, these results illustrate that non-speech audio such as tone overlay better represented 
some aspects of collaboration information (e.g., overlapping comments) without creating much 
disruption in the reading fow and were not detectably better or worse than the default announce-
ment in other aspects. This is also supported by participants’ overall preference for the techniques. 
Although there was no signifcant diference between earcons and the default announcement (β = 
0.22, p = 0.17, Table 4), participants preferred tone overlay more than the default announcement (β 
= 0.63, p < 0.001, Table 4) and earcons (β = 0.41, p = 0.01). 

Our qualitative analyses of participants’ open-ended feedback provided deeper insights into how 
these auditory techniques supported and impeded their understanding of the passage content and 
the presence of comments. One factor that considerably infuenced participants’ preferences was 
to what extent a technique helped them disambiguate text content and collaboration information. 
Many participants (52.1%) preferred tone overlay, because it uses “verbal and non-verbal cues, so it 
is easier to distinguish the text” (P41) and they “could kind of visualize words being underlined or 
highlighted” (P37). Participants’ reactions also depended on the way non-speech audio cues shifted 
their attention from text content to collaboration information. For instance, some felt that with 
earcons and tone overlay, they “ended up paying attention more to the tone than the audio (speech)” 
(P13). This reaction may have stemmed from the fact that our experimental techniques such as 
tone overlay were novel to many participants and they thought “it would take a little bit longer to 
get used to it” (P23). Participants also added that non-speech audio cues need to be customizable 
according to one’s individual receptivity towards audio enhancements and hearing abilities. 
Additionally, participants found tone overlay to be more helpful in perceiving the span of 

commented text: “tone [overlay] was continuous through the comments, so you are kind of aware 
that you’re still in the comment versus not in a comment” (P9). However, compared to earcons, 
tone overlay was “a little less precise in terms of where the comment starts and ends” (P8). To get 
the benefts of both earcons and tone overlay, participants recommended combining these two 
techniques or choosing one based on the span of the commented text: “maybe have a ding and a 
dong (earcons) for a single word but a tone [overlay] for a sentence” (P34). 

The amount of time required to perceive collaboration information was another key consideration 
for our participants. They felt that earcons were “quicker to read” (P19) and “feeting” (P44) compared 
to spoken announcements. Tone overlay was even better, “because you are getting two pieces of 
information at once... it will represent a huge productivity boost. You are reading the text and you are 
getting an immediate indication that that text is commented” (P25). 
While a majority of the participants preferred some form of non-speech audio, those who 

preferred the default announcement mentioned familiarity as a key reason. P14, an IT professional, 
preferred the default announcement “probably because it’s similar to other materials that I’ve read that 
also have similar tags like HTML or diferent object notation things in programming that indicate the 
beginning and ending of particular blocks.” Participants who preferred non-speech audio mentioned 
additional concerns, such as memorizing “too many other sounds that were used to indicate the 
beginning and ending of things... that’s a little harder to keep track of which sounds are which things” 
(P8). Prior work has also highlighted that earcons require explicit learning [35]. To address this, P7 
and P17 suggested using easily distinguishable earcons that can be meaningfully mapped to the 
notion of opening and closing comments, such as “the train tones... like opening and shutting doors.” 

In summary, our quantitative and qualitative results suggest that: (1) tone overlay best supports 
the challenging task of identifying where comments are located without causing disruption to 
reading fow; (2) earcons and tone overlay are most useful in understanding where comments are 
located in complex passages (i.e., densely populated with comments); and (3) these techniques may 
work best in combination depending on the document complexity (e.g., presence of overlapping 
comments and the span of commented texts). 
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7 MODULE 2: WHO COMMENTED WHAT? 

In addition to understanding where comments are located, writers must also understand the content 
of the comments as well as who amongst multiple collaborators made the comment–all without 
disrupting their ability to comprehend the document content. 

7.1 Auditory Representations 
The second module of our study incorporates two diferent techniques to present the content 
of comments (or replies) and the name of the commenters: reading inline with a consistent voice 
(default) and reading inline with voice coding. The location of a comment in the passage is indicated 
by spoken announcement used by many screen readers, i.e., ‘start comment’ (see the default 
technique used in Module 1, Section 6.1). 

Reading Inline with a Consistent Voice (default). In this technique, a comment (or reply) 
and the name of the commenter are read out in-line with the main text just after reading the text 
portion where the comment is attached. If there are replies associated with the comment, those are 
also read out sequentially along with the names of the replier. After reading the comment (and 
replies), it goes back to read the rest of the passage from where it left of. To distinguish between 
the end of a comment and the rest of the passage, it announces a signposting message ‘back to 
document’ (see Figure 4, left). Screen readers typically do not read comments in-line with the 
main text. However, we consider this as the default technique for presenting comment content, 
since most participants in our formative study used inline comments and preferred this technique 
over the traditional commenting feature for sharing feedback with their collaborators. An audio 
example can be found at this link: http://bit.ly/bvi-cw-mod2-same-voice. 

Fig. 4. Auditory representations in Module 2 (who commented what) are shown for a sentence with a comment 
and a reply from two individuals. Collaboration markup is shown in Courier New font. Lef: Reading 
inline in a consistent voice. Right: Reading inline with voice coding. The comment and reply highlighted in 
diferent colors (orange and blue) are read by diferent voices. Note that the text ‘universal symbol’ is read in 
the default voice; it was highlighted by Word application since a comment was atached to it. 

Reading Inline with Voice Coding. This technique applies voice coding on commenters, i.e., it 
assigns specifc text-to-speech voices to commenters on a document. The content of the comments 
(and replies) left by an individual is read out in the voice associated with them (see Figure 4, 
right). Building on insights from our formative fndings, this technique incorporates multiple 
text-to-speech voices to disambiguate between document content and contributions by diferent 
collaborators. An audio example can be found at this link: http://bit.ly/bvi-cw-mod2-voice-coding. 

7.2 Stimuli and Measures 
In this module, which focuses on understanding who commented what, we manipulate document 
complexity in terms of the number of commenters and whether a comment has any replies or not. 
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Similar to the previous module (Section 6.2), we prepared passages with two levels of complexity: 
low (two commenters leaving four comments, no replies) and high (four commenters leaving four 
comments and two replies). Thus, in this module, each participant experiences four passages in 
total, two for each technique. In each passage, one commenter makes a higher number of comments 
than the rest, where the diference between two individuals’ comments are at least two. We did this 
to ensure that each passage has a salient contribution from one individual so that we can assess 
whether any of the audio representations perform better in making this distinction clearer than the 
rest. Table 1 includes the set of questions we asked to assess participants’ perception of collaboration 
information and comprehension of passage content and the self-report statements we administered 
to capture their perception of use and overall preference. 

7.3 Results 
In this module, we frst investigate whether reading comments using voice coding improves 
participants’ understanding of who commented what in a passage in comparison to the default 
technique that reads comments in a consistent voice. In response to the questions that asked who 
commented about a specifc text, participants were more likely to provide correct answers using 
voice coding compared to the default technique. Specifcally, we see that the odds of providing a 
correct answer with voice coding is 4.2 times relative to the default technique (loд(OR) = 1.43, p 
< 0.001, Table 5). We see a similar pattern in participants’ responses to the question about what 
the commenter said in the specifc comment. In this case, the odds of providing a correct answer 
with voice coding is 2.8 times relative to the default technique (loд(OR) = 1.03, p = 0.002, Table 
5). These results suggest that multiple text-to-speech voices may have helped participants better 
disambiguate between contributions by diferent commenters. 

While the previous results suggest an encouraging efect of voice coding on participants’ percep-
tion of who commented what, we see a diferent outcome regarding their comprehension of passage 
content. Participants were less likely to answer correctly to the question about passage content 
using voice coding compared to the default technique. With voice coding, the odds of providing 
a correct answer is 0.45 times relative to the default technique with a consistent voice (loд(OR)
= -0.81, p = 0.03, Table 5). One possible explanation for this could be that because of the diferent 
voices associated with comments, participants may have paid more attention to the comments 
instead of the passage content, and as such, they may not have been able to correctly answer the 
passage related questions. 

In response to the question about who made the most comments, participants were more likely 
to correctly answer using voice coding compared to the default technique in a low complexity 
passage. However, in a high complexity passage, they were less likely to provide correct answers 
to this question using voice coding compared to the default technique. Specifcally, with voice 
coding, the odds of correctly identifying who commented the most is 1.8 times than with the default 
technique in a low complexity passage, whereas in a high complexity passage, the odds of correctly 
answering this question with voice coding is 0.3 times than with the default technique (for the 
interaction, loд(OR) = -1.77, p = 0.02, see Figure 5 and Table 5). This result may have occurred 
because high complexity passages contain a higher number of commenters. Thus, the increased 
number of distinct text-to-speech voices associated with these commenters with voice coding may 
have made it difcult to keep track of which voice read the highest number of comments. 

Turning to participants’ self-report measures, we see that participants found replies to a comment 
easier to understand with voice coding than the default technique: particularly, the predicted rating 
for voice coding is 0.19 units higher (on the fve point Likert-scale) than that for the default technique 
(β = 0.19, p = 0.02, Table 6). Participants also found voice coding to be less disruptive than the 
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Fig. 5. Plot showing predicted values for correct responses to the question about who commented the most 
using a consistent voice and voice coding in low and high complexity passages. Error bars represent +/-SE. 

default technique (β = -0.42, p = 0.03, Table 6). Overall, participants preferred voice coding to the 
default technique (β = 0.60, p < 0.001, Table 6). 
To further understand participants’ reactions to these techniques, we take a closer look at 

their open-ended responses. As we expected, the most important factor that contributed to many 
participants’ (79.2%) preference for voice-coding is that having diferent voices “really makes a 
contrast between the actual passage and the comments and who replied” (P13). Participants further 
added that voice coding helped them “actually visualize [commenters] having a conversation, so it 
was much more animated, much more tangible, much more concrete” (P36). 
Some participants, however, showed an opposite reaction towards voice coding, particularly 

regarding the extent to which it shifted their attention away from text content, as we see happening 
with non-speech audio cues in Section 6.3. This also aligns with our quantitative results where 
we found that voice coding negatively impacted participants’ comprehension of passage content. 
Relatedly, participants shared concern regarding the amount of cognitive efort required to keep 
track of collaboration information elicited by diferent voices. Particularly when a large number 
of commenters contribute to a document, participants felt that it might be “a nightmare” (P1) to 
fgure out what voice corresponds to whom. This provides a possible explanation of why voice 
coding was less helpful in detecting who commented the most in a high complexity passage. 
To address this, participants suggested using “just one voice for all commenters... as opposed to 

diferent voices for each person” (P4) so that they can diferentiate between text content and comments 
but do not get overwhelmed with excessive auditory clutter. Additionally, some participants 
recommended using easily distinguishable and representative voices for reading comments, such as 
“accented” voices that “sounded a bit like them (co-authors)” (P1). Having such personalized voices 
could also help people get rid of extraneous spoken announcements, because “you don’t have to 
read the [commenter’s] name every time... when I can associate a voice to it” (P23). Even participants 
who did not prefer listening to entirely diferent voices recommended other non-speech audio 
enhancements to distinguish between document content and comments, such as changing the pitch 
or spatial location of the default voice or adding a background sound while reading comments 
(similar to the tone overlay technique used in Module 1, Section 6.1). 

In summary, our results indicate that voice coding (1) improved participants’ ability to identify 
which collaborator commented about a specifc text and what they said in their comment; but, voice 
coding also (2) posed a distraction when attempting to comprehend a passage and was problematic 
when used to identify who commented the most in a passage with more than two commenters. 
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8 MODULE 3: WHO EDITED WHAT? 

Not only must writers keep track of where comments are located, what information each comment 
contains, and who added various comments, they must also understand which collaborators made 
certain edits and how those edits changed the document. 

8.1 Auditory Representations 
In the third module of our study, we incorporated three auditory representations for describing 
who edited what in a document: announcement (default), contextual presentation, and contextual 
presentation with voice coding. 

Announcement (default). This technique announces the name of the editor and the type and 
content of an edit while reading the document text using spoken phrases, such as ‘Mary inserted’ 
and ‘end insertion’. For example, consider the sentence in Figure 6, top, that has an insertion and a 
deletion from two editors. This sentence is read by a screen reader as follows: 

“The statue of liberty was a gift <pause> Mary inserted <pause> 
of friendship from the people of France <pause> end insertion 
<pause> Beth deleted <pause> the people of <pause> end 
deletion <pause> to the United States.” 

We consider this technique as the default (see Figure 6, bottom left), since it aligns with the way 
many screen readers describe edits made with the Track Changes feature on a Word document. An 
audio example can be found here: http://bit.ly/bvi-cw-mod3-announcement. 

Fig. 6. Auditory representations in Module 3 (who edited what) are shown for a sentence with two edits from 
two individuals. Collaboration markup is shown in Courier New font. Top: Sample sentence as seen 
with ‘All Markup’ option on MS Word. Mary inserted the underlined text (‘of friendship from the people of 
France’) and Beth deleted the text marked up with strikethrough (‘the people of’). Botom lef: Announcement 
(default) technique. Botom middle: Contextual presentation. Botom right: Contextual presentation with 
voice-coding. Text highlighted in blue is read by the voice assigned to the corresponding editor, Mary. 

Contextual Presentation. This technique reads a document sentence-by-sentence presenting 
edits in-context of the sentence. That is, to contextually present a suggested edit, it reads the 
corresponding sentence as it would have appeared after the edit was applied to it. To make the 
efect of the edit more salient, this technique presents both versions of the sentence– before and 
after the edit is applied. It frst starts with reading the original version before any edits are applied, 
followed by announcing the number of edits in the sentence and reading diferent versions of 
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the sentence after applying the suggested edits sequentially one after another. Returning to the 
example in Figure 3 (top), Mary’s edit (i.e., inserted text) occurred earlier than Beth’s edit (i.e., 
deleted text). These edits are presented sequentially (See Figure 6, bottom middle): 

“The Statue of Liberty was a gift from France to the United 
States <pause> Two edits <pause> Insertion by Mary <pause> 
The Statue of Liberty was a gift of friendship from the 
people of France to the United States <pause> Deletion by 
Beth <pause> The Statue of Liberty was a gift of friendship 
from France to the United States.” 

Building on the insights gathered from our formative fndings, this technique highlights how edits 
alter the meaning of a sentence by presenting those edits within the context of the sentence. An 
audio example can be found at this link: http://bit.ly/bvi-cw-mod3-contextual. 
As shown in the example above, while reading a version of the sentence corresponding to a 

specifc edit, this technique retains the edits that were made earlier. We do this considering the 
possible interdependence between sequential edits (e.g., an editor may delete a word that was 
previously inserted by another editor, thus the deletion cannot be understood without the earlier 
insertion). Additionally, sequential presentation highlights the way a sentence evolves throughout 
the course of the suggested edits. However, it is also important to understand how an individual 
edit can alter the meaning of the sentence. Following the same technique we used, it is possible to 
iterate through all possible versions of a sentence applying the suggested edits individually as well 
as in combination with other edits. 

Contextual Presentation with Voice Coding. This technique is a variation of the contextual 
presentation technique, where text portions inserted by diferent editors are voice coded, i.e., read 
out in the editors’ respective synthesized voices. In the previous example, the text portion inserted 
by Mary (‘of friendship from the people of France’) is read out in the synthesized 
voice assigned to them. Collaboration markup phrases (e.g., ‘Insertion by Mary’) and text 
portions written without Track Changes are read in the default voice (see Figure 6, bottom right). 
Similar to the contextual presentation technique without voice-coding, this technique retains earlier 
edits in each iteration of a sentence that has multiple edits. To address the concern about cognitive 
overload in listening to several diferent voices within a sentence, we refned the technique to read 
the earlier edits in the default voice, while only the text portion inserted in the current iteration 
is read in the editor-specifc voice. This limits the number of distinct voices in each iteration of 
a sentence to two: the default voice and the one associated with the editor who made the edit in 
the current iteration. In this way, it also highlights the content of the current edit by making it 
stand out amidst text read out in the default voice. An audio example can be found at this link: 
http://bit.ly/bvi-cw-mod3-contextual-voice-coding. 

8.2 Stimuli and Measures 
While the previous two modules focused on the comments in a passage, this module examines 
tracked changes or edits on the passage content. We manipulate document complexity in terms 
of the number of edits, editors, and overlapping edits (i.e., one editor deleting a word from a text 
portion that another editor inserted). We prepared passages with two levels of complexity: low 
(two editors, four edits in total, no overlapping edits) and high (four editors, six edits in total with 
two pairs of overlapping edits). Thus, in this module, each participant experiences six passages 
in total, two for each technique. Similar to Section 7.2, we ensure that each passage has a salient 
contribution from one individual in that they make a higher number of edits (at least by two) 
than the rest of the editors. Table 1 includes the set of questions we asked to assess participants’ 
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perception of collaboration information and the self-report statements we administered to capture 
their perception of use and overall preference. However, unlike previous modules, we do not ask 
any questions about the passage content separately, since the question about the changes in the 
meaning of a sentence after suggested edits also captures comprehension of passage content. 

8.3 Results 
We start by analyzing whether contextual presentation and contextual voice coding afect partici-
pants’ perception of who edited what diferently than the default announcement. Looking at the 
responses to the question about who edited a sentence, we see that participants were more likely to 
correctly answer using contextual presentation relative to the default announcement. Specifcally, 
the odds of providing a correct answer is 3.1 times in the contextual presentation relative to the 
default technique (loд(OR) = 1.12, p = 0.007, Table 7). We see an even larger efect in response to 
this question with contextual voice coding: the odds of providing correct answers is 4.4 times in 
contextual voice coding relative to the default announcement (loд(OR) = 1.48, p < 0.001, Table 7). 
This indicates that the addition of voice coding with the contextual presentation may have been 
more helpful in recognizing the editor correctly. 
Similarly, with regards to the question about how the edits altered the meaning of a sentence, 

participants were more likely to provide correct answers using both contextual presentation and 
contextual voice coding techniques compared to the default announcement. We see that the odds of 
providing correct answers is 5.6 times in contextual presentation compared to the default technique 
(loд(OR) = 1.73, p < 0.001, Table 7). Contextual voice coding shows a similar pattern with an even 
larger efect: the odds of providing correct answers is 15.4 times compared to the default technique 
(loд(OR) = 2.73, p < 0.001, Table 7). Further, participants were more likely to provide a correct 
answer to this question in contextual voice coding relative to the contextual presentation technique. 
The odds of providing correct answers is 2.7 times in contextual voice coding compared to the 
contextual technique (loд(OR) = 1.01, p = 0.006). This indicates that including voice coding in 
the contextual presentation may have helped participants identify the newly inserted text in the 
modifed version of the sentence and thus provided an even better understanding of how the 
meaning of the original sentence changed. 

Participants’ self-reported ratings bolstered the results reported above. In particular, understand-
ing who edited what was perceived to be easier using contextual voice coding compared to the 
default technique: the predicted rating for contextual voice coding is 0.38 units higher (on the fve 
point Likert-scale) than the default technique (β = 0.38, p = 0.03, Table 8). Similarly, participants 
found it easier to understand changes in the meaning of a sentence with contextual voice coding 
than the default technique (β = 0.58, p = 0.002, Table 8) and contextual presentation (β = 0.35, p = 
0.057). This result aligns with our formative fndings, which inspired us to present collaborators’ 
edits in-context by using diferent voices to iteratively highlight how the edits alter the meaning of 
the original content. 

Additionally, compared to the default announcement, participants found contextual voice coding 
easier to learn (β = 0.42, p = 0.02, Table 8), requiring a lower cognitive load (β = -0.73, p < 0.001, 
Table 8) and causing less disruption in reading fow (β = -0.83, p < 0.001, Table 8). Further, contextual 
voice coding was rated as less disruptive (β = -0.54, p = 0.003) and requiring less cognitive efort (β = 
-0.42, p = 0.02) than contextual presentation. When we look at participants’ overall preferences, we 
see that contextual presentation was preferred to the default technique (β = 0.32, p = 0.04, Table 8) 
and contextual voice coding was preferred to both the default technique (β = 0.71, p < 0.001, Table 
8) and contextual presentation (β = 0.39, p = 0.01). Overall, these results illustrate that contextual 
presentation technique improves perception of edits, and the integration of voice coding with this 
technique makes it even better by reducing cognitive load and disruption in workfow. 
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Participants’ open-ended responses further strengthened our fndings from quantitative analyses. 
The key reason that guided most participants’ preference for contextual voice coding is that this 
technique combined the benefts of presenting edits in-context of the original sentence along with 
the “extra reinforcement” by diferent voices that served as “an easier memory guide for who did what 
and also what was [an] edit and what wasn’t” (P22). In contrast, the default spoken announcement, 
which was the least preferred by most participants (60.4%), was considered as “a complete waste of 
time” (P44), because participants felt that they “couldn’t really get a good grasp of how it changed 
the meaning by listening through it just a one time... I will have to go through it a few times” (P23). 

Despite important benefts of contextual voice coding, the diferent voices caused a distraction for 
some participants, as we also found in Module 2 (Section 7.3). P18 further explained that the natural 
break that occurs in the synthesized speech when a new voice with diferent prosody appears in 
the middle of a sentence “actually destroys the intonation of the sentence. So, a screen-reader user who 
is expecting a sentence to come in a natural fow loses that track.” Instead of assigning distinct voices 
to individual editors, these participants suggested having a single voice to read all the edits, as they 
did in the previous module (Section 7.3). Relatedly, those who preferred the default technique due 
to its simplicity, still wanted other forms of non-speech audio such as earcons, tone overlay, and 
changing pitch or voice of spoken announcement phrases to distinguish edits from text content. 
Interestingly, as we also found in Module 1 (Section 6.3), participants considered tone overlay to be 
better than earcons because of its “efciency” in terms of time requirement and clarity in depicting 
the span of the edited (or commented) text. 
While contextual presentations (with or without voice coding) were generally preferred to the 

default technique because of the reasons discussed above, many participants expressed concern 
about the repetition of a sentence in contextual presentation– the reason why it takes longer to 
fnish a passage in this technique. P1 said, “As blind people, things generally take us longer and every 
time the sentence is read a second time, I’m like- ‘okay, I already heard that’, and if you’re talking 
[about] a long document, that’s gonna take an age to go through.” As such, some participants said 
that in a natural writing scenario, they would prefer listening to only “the focus or the area that was 
changed, either just the words that were added or deleted, or maybe the immediate context” (P4) instead 
of the original and modifed versions of the entire sentence. Participants also emphasized that 
interactive collaborative features that would allow them to consume information on an as-required 
basis might further reduce disruption in their workfow and improve collaboration awareness. 

In summary, our quantitative and qualitative results show that (1) the combination of contextual 
presentation and voice coding provides the best support for understanding who edited a sentence 
and how the edits altered the meaning of a sentence; however, (2) presenting edits in the context of 
an entire sentence requires more time than the default technique, and (3) changing voices in the 
middle of a sentence to present edited text can break the continuity of reading. 

9 DISCUSSION 

Maintaining collaboration awareness is a complex challenge for all writers. Yet, the serial nature 
of how screen readers present text-based content, combined with the lack of well-designed au-
ditory representations for collaborative markup makes the work of achieving and maintaining 
collaboration awareness particularly difcult for blind writers. Prior research in HCI has discussed 
the problematic relationship between accessibility and usability [11, 47, 65, 78, 81], showing that 
many technological systems are accessible on the surface but not usable for practical purposes 
[11, 29]. Our analysis reveals a specifc instance of this problem: screen reader users have difculty 
not only developing collaboration awareness but also maintaining efciency due to tools that are 
“supposedly accessible but very poorly implemented” [29]. As such, writing tools must be designed 
such that screen reader users can perceive collaborative information efciently without additional 
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cognitive efort or signifcant disruption to their individual workfow (e.g., reading or writing on 
their own). The present paper provides a foundation for creating more accessible collaborative writ-
ing tools through our empirically grounded design and evaluation of multiple auditory techniques 
for asynchronous collaborative writing. Below, we discuss the design tradeofs and considerations 
for auditory representations that address issues of cognitive efort, disruption, and efciency. 

9.1 Managing Cognitive Efort in Understanding Collaboration Information 

Our formative study revealed that screen reader users need to apply a higher amount of cognitive 
efort in sifting through the “jumbled mess” of collaboration notifcations that appear in the same 
format as the one used to read text content, i.e., speech. In contrast, by presenting collaboration 
information in a distinct auditory format, non-speech audio cues and voice coding help people per-
ceive the location, content, and author of comments and edits with less cognitive efort. Specifcally, 
voice coding makes it easier to keep track of who commented or edited what, while non-speech 
audio cues (e.g., tone overlay) are helpful in distinguishing between text content with overlapping or 
standalone comments, or without any comments attached. Interestingly, some of these techniques 
helped our participants create a mental imagery of collaborators’ actions. For example, tone overlay 
worked as an auditory “underline or highlight,” while voice coding created an impression of people 
“having a conversation.” Thus, the auditory enhancement and expressiveness non-speech audio 
and voice coding ofer can minimize the cognitive efort [70] required to disambiguate between 
complex and intertwined pieces of collaboration information and text content. 
Despite this beneft, mapping non-speech audio cues to their corresponding meanings [35] or 

fguring out which voice refers to whom can put additional cognitive load on screen reader users, 
particularly when various pieces of information (e.g., starting and ending of comments, insertions, 
deletions, etc.) are indicated by non-speech audio cues or a large number of co-authors contribute to 
the shared document. In contrast, spoken announcements that provide straightforward description 
of the collaboration markup (e.g., ‘start comment’, ‘end comment’) do not require explicit semantic 
mapping or memorizing. As such, spoken announcements may be preferable for novice screen 
reader users when they are just starting to use collaborative tools, whereas people may switch over 
to non-speech audio and voice coding techniques when they have a better understanding of the 
syntax of collaborative features and semantic mappings of audio cues. Another approach to address 
this issue could involve using representative auditory icons [35] (e.g., the sound of a door opening 
or closing) instead of abstract earcons. Furthermore, collaborative tools and screen readers could 
allow users to create personalized voice profles for their co-authors [1]. This could potentially 
reduce the cognitive load of mapping diferent voices to co-authors, especially when working with 
the same collaborators (e.g., manager or advisor) and the voices become familiar over time. 

Our analysis also illustrated that diferent auditory techniques can incur more or less cognitive 
load depending on the specifc collaboration information they are presenting and the level of 
collaboration complexity in the document. For example, earcons can point to the precise locations 
where a comment starts and ends, whereas tone overlay can provide a clear understanding of the 
span of a comment and where comments overlap with each other. As such, audio representations 
should be implemented in a way that aligns with the context in which they are being used [36] 
(e.g., a complex document with large number of edits or a paragraph with overlapping comments) 
and may work best in combination, i.e., screen readers could dynamically render collaborative 
information based on the complexity and structure. 

9.2 Reducing Disruption in Individual Workflow 

Our analysis joins prior work in highlighting the ways screen reader representations pale in 
comparison to the mainstream collaborative features that are designed for sighted people [9, 67, 84]. 
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One example of this is the way collaborative tools leverage glanceability [67] to present multiple 
layers of collaboration information in tandem with text content through color-coding and comment 
sidebars, whereby sighted people can direct their attention to where they want to focus on by a 
quick glance without interrupting their current task at hand. In contrast, screen readers push spoken 
alerts to describe collaboration information interlaced with text content, creating a continuous 
disruption to one’s own reading fow. In this regard, non-speech audio cues (e.g., earcons and tone 
overlay) can ofer a “less obtrusive” approach for making sense of collaboration information. 
While non-speech audio cues are generally less disruptive than spoken announcements, our 

analysis showed that audio cues can also sometimes pose a distraction and shift people’s attention 
away from understanding text content. Similarly, changing voice in the middle of a sentence can 
break the continuity of intonation and prosody in a way that may become “jarring” and “discordant.” 
To address this, participants wanted to have a single voice for all commenters (or editors) that 
will be distinct from the default voice for text content. Thus, a simpler version of voice-coding (or 
manipulation of pitch or timbre) could make it easier to diferentiate between text content and 
comments/edits without breaking people’s reading fow or incurring additional cognitive burden 
to perform voice-to-author mapping. Importantly, people’s reaction to audio cues also depend on 
their personal preferences and hearing abilities. Some people may want to lower the level of pitch, 
volume, or duration of audio cues, because they fnd it disconcerting. Others, however, may prefer 
to increase pitch, volume, or duration of audio cues and make them more distinctive relative to the 
screen reader speech so that one does not subsume the other. 
Allowing people to customize and personalize the parameters of non-speech audio cues and 

text-to-speech voices can be a key step towards addressing the issue described above. However, 
another approach involves rethinking collaborative writing through an activity-centered lens 
[9, 58] to support the goals a person intends to accomplish and the tasks they are attempting to 
complete at a particular instance to achieve these goals. For example, are they skimming through 
the document to understand how other co-authors have contributed? Are they reading to perceive 
the fnal state and content of the document? Are they making edits on their own? An individual 
may not always need continuous awareness of their collaborators’ actions, particularly when they 
are focusing on their own reading or writing activities. Similar to the way visual collaborative 
interfaces allow users to control the amount of visible collaboration information (e.g., by switching 
between ‘no markup’, ‘simple markup’ and ‘all markup’ options for tracked changes on Microsoft 
Word), screen readers could present information relevant to particular tasks (e.g., understanding 
changes, reading and responding to comments) instead of continuously pushing auditory alerts for 
collaboration information. One such example may involve having separate “private writing” and 
“public editing” sessions, as suggested in prior work [62, 89]. Although Wang et al. suggested the 
separate private and public sessions to support sighted collaborators who want to avoid exposing 
details of their writing practices [89], here we see that such an activity-centered approach may 
be helpful for screen reader users to flter out collaboration notifcations when they do not need 
them. Importantly, one’s goals and tasks are likely to evolve over time. As such, collaborative tools 
should determine people’s intended tasks either by tracking relevant contextual indicators or by 
allowing them to declare and switch their current tasks or “modes” fuidly. 

9.3 Improving Eficiency in Processing Collaboration Information 

One important aspect of efciency that repeatedly appeared across our study modules is the 
time required to consume collaboration information. Presenting information sequentially through 
verbose spoken announcements takes longer to listen to and make sense of the information [67]. 
In contrast, non-speech audio cues (e.g., earcons, tone overlay) and voice coding can help people 
quickly process who did what and where by conveying multiple threads of information at once. For 
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example, the background tone in tone overlay indicates the presence of a comment (or overlapping 
comments) simultaneously while the commented text is read aloud. Similarly, the voice coding 
technique reads the content of comments or edits while also highlighting who made that comment 
or edit. In fact, some participants said that they could get rid of the markup phrases that announce 
co-authors’ names once they learn the corresponding voice mapping in voice coding technique or 
if they could use personalized voice profles, thus reducing the time required even further. 
While non-speech audio cues and voice coding were decidedly better than the default spoken 

announcements in terms of time required to understand who edited or commented what and where, 
the situation gets more complicated when writers need to fgure out how the document content 
has evolved through previous edits. Participants in our study shared that they forget the meaning 
of a sentence by the time they hear all the spoken announcements for suggested edits and often 
need to “go through it a few times” to piece together how it appears before and after the edits. 
The contextual presentation technique appeared to reduce cognitive efort in this regard, since 
participants could more readily perceive how edits altered the meaning of the sentences. This 
improvement in cognitive efort, however, comes with a compromise in terms of efciency, as 
contextual presentation takes longer because it plays a sentence in its original and modifed versions. 
Balancing cognitive overload and efciency in developing collaboration awareness may require 
a hierarchical approach with a combination of techniques, where people can opportunistically 
control what information they will hear in what format depending on their tasks and goals at a 
particular instance [52]. For example, when someone skims through a document, the presence of 
edits could be indicated using non-speech audio cues at a higher level (e.g., paragraph level). If the 
person wants to explore the edits to a specifc sentence in more detail, they could use designated 
keystrokes to listen to the edited text separately or within the context of the sentence. 

9.4 Limitations and Future Work 

Grounded in fndings from an interview study, this paper presents results from a controlled 
experimental study that investigated the extent to which non-speech audio, voice coding, and 
contextual presentation support screen reader users’ collaboration awareness needs and efciency 
relative to the default representations. Our results provide a foundation for future interactive 
systems that incorporate these techniques and allow for research on other facets of collaborative 
writing that we were not able to capture within the scope of this controlled study. For instance, with 
an interactive prototype, future studies may investigate how diferent representations facilitate 
(or impede) one’s comprehension of collaboration information when they can pause and review, 
repeat certain comments or edits, and opportunistically query information as they need. Further, a 
long-term deployment study with an interactive system could evaluate potential learning efects 
that infuence how people perceive collaboration information once they get used to a particular 
audio representation and use it over time. 
Future work could also explore whether non-speech audio cues and voice coding can support 

            visually impaired writers in achieving collaboration awareness and efciency when they perform
real-time editing using screen readers. For instance, our prior work [29] revealed that the lack of 
awareness around where co-authors are editing in real-time is a key accessibility issue in synchro-
nous editing tools (e.g., Google Docs). Although screen reader users receive spoken notifcations 
when a co-author enters or exits the paragraph they are working on in Google Docs, they do not 
know the exact location or proximity of the co-author’s cursor position relative to their own. As 
such, screen reader users often avoid close co-editing to reduce the risks of typing over someone 
else’s edits. Furthermore, their own writing gets disrupted by the spoken announcements they 
hear when a collaborator joins or leaves the document or moves cursor to and from the paragraph 
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they are working on. Non-speech audio cues may be useful in such cases to provide collaboration 
information in a less obtrusive manner. 
Beyond collaborative writing, our fndings are likely to have implications for other collabora-

tive activities such as collaborative programming. Potluri et al. highlighted the challenges with 
glanceability and alertability in Integrated Development Environments (IDEs), wherein screen 
reader users cannot process information as easily as a sighted person does with a quick glance at 
diferent windows and panes or through real-time visual alerts [67]. Future work could explore 
whether non-speech audio cues and voice coding techniques can address these issues in the context 
of collaborative programming. 

10 CONCLUSION 

With the overarching goal of supporting collaboration within ability-diverse teams, this study set 
out to rethink the design of collaborative writing tools and address the complexities associated 
with how screen readers represent collaborative information. Building on the insights we gathered 
from interviews with 20 visually impaired academics and professionals, we developed auditory 
representations that indicate collaborative features such as comments and edits in a document using 
non-speech audio (e.g., earcons and tone overlay), multiple-text-to-speech voices, and contextual 
presentation techniques. We evaluated these techniques through a controlled study with 48 screen 
reader users. The results indicate that non-speech audio, voice coding, and contextual presentation 
perform better than default spoken announcements in conveying complex collaboration information, 
such as overlapping comments, who commented what, and who edited what in a document. Our 
analysis also highlights the importance of enabling conditions under which screen reader users can 
develop collaboration awareness without compromising individual workfows. Moving forward, the 
use of customizable, context-dependent, and activity-centered representations are most promising 
for supporting collaboration awareness and efciency among screen reader users. 
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A DETAILS OF INTERVIEW PARTICIPANTS 

Table 2. Participant information (all names are pseudonyms) 

Name Self-reported Visual Ability Occupation Documents produced 
Addison Totally blind since birth Customer service assistant, 

assistive tech instructor, 
blogger 

Assistive tech manuals, 
tutorials, books 

Alex Legally blind from Retinitis 
Pigmentosa, gradual vision loss 

PhD student, accessibility 
researcher 

Research papers 
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Table 2. Participant information (all names are pseudonyms) 

Name Self-reported Visual Ability Occupation Documents produced 
Bella Nearly totally blind since birth, 

some light perception in one eye 
Assistive tech trainer, 

blogger 
Website content, 

presentations, papers 
Bill Profound vision impairment, some 

light perception in one eye, gradual 
vision loss 

Entrepreneur, accessibility 
consultant 

Research papers, website 
content, blog posts, books 

Daniel Totally blind since birth due to 
glaucoma 

Accessibility consultant, 
blogger, (past: customer 

tech support) 

Technical articles, assistive 
tech related articles 

David Nearly totally blind since birth, 
some light perception 

Contract employee (quality 
assurance, usability testing) 

Assistive tech articles, 
(past: course projects) 

Elena Nearly totally blind since birth, 
some light perception 

Accessibility and assistive 
tech specialist 

Assistive tech related grant 
proposals 

Emma Legally blind, nearly functional 
print vision in one eye, born with 
cataract, developed glaucoma 

Accessibility and assistive 
tech specialist 

Assistive tech related 
articles 

Ethan Totally blind since 12 years old Business trading analyst, 
blogger 

Business report, technical 
guides, website content 

Grace Totally blind since 19 years old Digital accessibility 
consultant 

Meeting notes, project 
proposals, assistive tech 

related articles 
Henry Nearly totally blind since 9 years 

old, some light perception 
Accessibility consultant, 
blogger, entrepreneur 

Event planning documents 

Isaac Nearly totally blind since birth, 
light perception in one eye 

PhD student, accessibility 
researcher, (past: research 

intern) 

Research papers, course 
projects, reports 

Kaylee Totally blind since birth Applied Sciences Degree 
student 

Exam papers, shopping list 

Lily Nearly totally blind since birth due 
to Retinopathy of prematurity, 
light perception in one eye 

BS student Course projects 

Maya Totally blind for 12 years PhD student, accessibility 
researcher, activist 

Research papers, class 
projects, social events 

Mila Totally blind since birth due to 
retinopathy of prematurity 

Museum consultant, 
researcher 

Research papers, books 

Nathan Legally blind from Retinitis 
Pigmentosa, gradual vision loss 

Research assistant Research papers, 
dissertation, course 

projects 
Nova Nearly totally blind, some light 

perception, born with retinopathy 
of prematurity and glaucoma, 

gradual vision loss 

Attorney, accessibility 
advocate, assistive tech 

analyst 

Legal documents 

Ryan Nearly totally blind since birth, 
some light perception 

Grad student, (past: intern 
at law frm) 

Course projects, court 
orders 

Sofa Legally blind due to congenital 
glaucoma, some light perception, 

gradual vision loss 

Customer tech Support 
(work from home) 

Help center documentation, 
assistive tech user guides 
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B STATISTICAL ANALYSES RESULTS 

Table 3. Module 1: Results of linear mixed efects logistic regression on performance measures. 
Reference technique: default announcement, reference order level: 1, complex: high complexity, 
usage: frequent comments usage. 

Question Model Info Predictor log(OR) SE p 

Where are the comments 
distributed? 

AIC:201.5, 
df.resid:278 

Intercept 2.92 0.72 <0.001*** 
Earcons -1.10 0.72 0.12 

Tone overlay -0.56 0.77 0.47 
Complex -1.40 0.70 0.046* 
Order:2 0.58 0.49 0.23 
Order:3 0.32 0.46 0.49 
Usage -0.74 0.44 0.09† 

Earcons x Complex 2.95 1.08 0.006** 
Tone overlay x Complex 1.96 1.04 0.059† 

Are there any overlapping 
comments? 

AIC:190.5, 
df.resid:280 

Intercept 2.03 0.58 <0.001*** 
Earcons 0.33 0.47 0.49 

Tone overlay 0.77 0.53 0.15 
Complex -0.08 0.41 0.84 
Order:2 -0.32 0.47 0.49 
Order:3 0.45 0.55 0.42 
Usage 0.06 0.44 0.89 

Comprehension of the 
passage content 

AIC:383.7, 
df.resid:280 

Intercept 0.70 0.39 0.07† 

Earcons -0.38 0.31 0.22 
Tone overlay 0.63 0.33 0.055† 

Complex -0.07 0.26 0.80 
Order:2 -0.85 0.32 0.008** 
Order:3 -0.17 0.32 0.61 
Usage 0.08 0.33 0.80 

***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, and †p<0.10 
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Table 4. Module 1: Results of linear mixed efects regression on statements with 5-point Likert 
ratings and overall preference on a scale of 1-3. Reference technique: default announcement, ref-
erence order level: 1, usage: frequent comments usage. 

Statement Model Info Predictor β SE p 

I could easily understand where 
the comments were attached. 

AIC:361.9, 
df.resid:136 

Intercept 4.38 0.18 <0.001*** 
Earcons -0.02 0.15 0.89 

Tone overlay -1.3e-15 0.15 1.00 
Order:2 -0.06 0.15 0.68 
Order:3 -0.15 0.15 0.33 
Usage 0.22 0.17 0.20 

I could easily understand if there 
were any overlapping comments. 

AIC:378.7, 
df.resid:136 

Intercept 3.96 0.19 <0.001*** 
Earcons 0.27 0.15 0.08† 

Tone overlay 0.58 0.15 <0.001*** 
Order:2 -0.25 0.15 0.11 
Order:3 -0.27 0.15 0.08† 

Usage 0.22 0.18 0.24 

This technique was easy to learn. AIC:377.1, 
df.resid:136 

Intercept 4.05 0.18 <0.001*** 
Earcons 0.10 0.17 0.54 

Tone overlay -2.9e-15 0.17 1.00 
Order:2 -0.08 0.17 0.62 
Order:3 -2.9e-15 0.17 1.00 
Usage 0.14 0.15 0.36 

Understanding this technique re-
quired a lot of mental efort. 

AIC:471.0, 
df.resid:136 

Intercept 2.53 0.26 <0.001*** 
Earcons 0.17 0.22 0.44 

Tone overlay -0.27 0.22 0.21 
Order:2 0.25 0.22 0.25 
Order:3 0.27 0.22 0.21 
Usage 0.08 0.25 0.75 

This technique disrupted my read-
ing fow. 

AIC:479.7, 
df.resid:136 

Intercept 3.71 0.26 <0.001*** 
Earcons -0.50 0.24 0.04* 

Tone overlay -1.02 0.24 <0.001*** 
Order:2 0.13 0.24 0.60 
Order:3 0.10 0.24 0.66 
Usage 0.11 0.23 0.63 

Overall preference (higher is bet-
ter) 

AIC:346.2, 
df.resid:138 

Intercept 1.72 0.14 <0.001*** 
Earcons 0.22 0.16 0.17 

Tone overlay 0.63 0.16 <0.001*** 
Usage 0.00 0.13 1.00 

***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, and †p<0.10 
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Table 5. Module 2: Results of linear mixed efects logistic regression on performance measures. 
Reference technique: default consistent voice, reference order level: 1, complex: high complexity, 
usage: frequent comments usage. 

Question Model Info Predictor log(OR) SE p 

Who commented about a 
specifc text? 

AIC:233.1, 
df.resid:186 

Intercept -0.54 0.41 0.20 
Voice coding 1.43 0.36 <0.001*** 
Complex -1.62 0.37 <0.001*** 
Order:2 -0.02 0.34 0.96 
Usage 0.23 0.40 0.57 

What did the commenter 
say about the specifc 
text? 

AIC:263.0, 
df.resid:186 

Intercept -0.56 0.41 0.18 
Voice coding 1.03 0.33 0.002** 
Complex -0.25 0.32 0.43 
Order:2 0.35 0.32 0.27 
Usage -0.21 0.39 0.60 

Who commented the 
most? 

AIC:214.0, 
df.resid:185 

Intercept 2.17 0.63 <0.001*** 
Voice coding 0.58 0.60 0.33 
Complex -0.57 0.54 0.29 
Order:2 -1.37 0.41 <0.001*** 
Usage 0.29 0.51 0.57 

Voice coding x Complex -1.77 0.79 0.02* 

Are there any replies to a 
specifc comment? 

AIC:218.8, 
df.resid:186 

Intercept 0.49 0.41 0.23 
Voice coding 0.30 0.35 0.39 
Complex 1.13 0.37 0.002** 
Order:2 0.06 0.35 0.86 
Usage -0.05 0.38 0.89 

Comprehension of the 
passage content 

AIC:201.3, 
df.resid:187; 
does not include 
order for model 
convergence 

Intercept 1.91 0.46 <0.001*** 
Voice coding -0.81 0.38 0.03* 
Complex -0.13 0.37 0.71 
Usage 0.02 0.40 0.95 

***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, and †p<0.10 
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Table 6. Module 2: Results of linear mixed efects regression on statements with 5-point Likert 
ratings and overall preference on a scale of 1-2. Reference technique: default consistent voice, 
reference order level: 1, usage: frequent comments usage. 

Statement Model Info Predictor β SE p 

I could easily understand who 
commented what. 

AIC:265.4, 
df.resid:90 

Intercept 4.09 0.21 <0.001*** 
Voice coding 0.17 0.14 0.26 

Order:2 -0.08 0.14 0.57 
Usage 0.20 0.24 0.42 

I could easily understand what 
the comment was about. 

AIC:199.8, 
df.resid:90 

Intercept 4.19 0.17 <0.001*** 
Voice coding 0.15 0.09 0.10 

Order:2 -0.10 0.09 0.24 
Usage 0.32 0.20 0.12 

I could easily understand the 
replies to a comment. 

AIC:207.6, 
df.resid:90 

Intercept 4.07 0.19 <0.001*** 
Voice coding 0.19 0.08 0.02* 

Order:2 -0.23 0.08 0.006** 
Usage 0.45 0.24 0.07† 

This technique was easy to 
learn. 

AIC:217.0, 
df.resid:90 

Intercept 4.26 0.17 <0.001*** 
Voice coding 0.21 0.11 0.07† 

Order:2 -0.21 0.11 0.07† 

Usage -0.06 0.19 0.76 

Understanding this technique 
required a lot of mental efort. 

AIC:315.1, 
df.resid:90 

Intercept 2.67 0.29 <0.001*** 
Voice coding -0.21 0.17 0.24 

Order:2 0.13 0.17 0.47 
Usage 0.27 0.34 0.44 

This technique disrupted my 
reading fow. 

AIC:309.5, 
df.resid:90 

Intercept 3.11 0.26 <0.001*** 
Voice coding -0.42 0.19 0.03* 

Order:2 0.25 0.19 0.20 
Usage 0.30 0.29 0.30 

Overall preference (higher is 
better) 

AIC:102.6, 
df.resid:91 

Intercept 1.20 0.08 <0.001*** 
Voice coding 0.60 0.08 <0.001*** 

Usage -4.3e-16 0.08 1.0 

***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, and †p<0.10 
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Table 7. Module 3: Results of linear mixed efects logistic regression on performance measures. 
Reference technique: default announcement, reference order level: 1, complex: high complexity, 
usage: frequent edits usage. 

Question Model Info Predictor log(OR) SE p 

Who edited a spe-
cifc sentence? 

AIC:285.1, df.resid:280 

Intercept -0.87 0.47 0.07† 

Contextual 1.12 0.42 0.007** 
Contextual voice coding 1.48 0.42 <0.001*** 

Complex -2.84 0.41 <0.001*** 
Order:2 0.64 0.40 0.11 
Order:3 0.34 0.40 0.40 
Usage -0.38 0.42 0.36 

How did the mean-
ing of the sentence 
alter after the edits? 

AIC:296.7, df.resid:280 

Intercept -1.33 0.47 0.005** 
Contextual 1.73 0.43 <0.001*** 

Contextual voice coding 2.73 0.47 <0.001*** 
Complex -2.44 0.37 <0.001*** 
Order:2 0.95 0.39 0.02* 
Order:3 0.29 0.39 0.46 
Usage -0.33 0.40 0.40 

Who edited the 
most? 

AIC:360.5, df.resid:283; 
does not include order 
and usage for model 
convergence 

Intercept 0.98 0.37 0.008** 
Contextual -0.31 0.35 0.38 

Contextual voice coding -0.12 0.35 0.72 
Complex -1.16 0.29 <0.001*** 

***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, and †p<0.10 
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Table 8. Module 3: Results of linear mixed efects regression on statements with 5-point Likert 
ratings and overall preference on a scale of 1-3. Reference technique: default announcement, ref-
erence order level: 1, usage: frequent edits usage. 

Statement Model Info Predictor β SE p 

I could easily understand 
who edited what. 

AIC:426.4, 
df.resid:136 

Intercept 3.65 0.22 <0.001*** 
Contextual 0.19 0.17 0.26 

Contextual voice coding 0.38 0.17 0.03* 
Order:2 0.06 0.17 0.71 
Order:3 6.3e-15 0.17 1.00 
Usage -0.09 0.26 0.74 

I could easily understand 
how edits altered the 
meaning of a sentence 

AIC:437.0, 
df.resid:136 

Intercept 3.31 0.22 <0.001*** 
Contextual 0.23 0.18 0.22 

Contextual voice coding 0.58 0.18 0.002** 
Order:2 0.10 0.18 0.57 
Order:3 0.08 0.18 0.65 
Usage -0.38 0.23 0.11 

This techniques was easy 
to learn. 

AIC:404.6, 
df.resid:136 

Intercept 3.47 0.19 <0.001*** 
Contextual 0.23 0.17 0.18 

Contextual voice coding 0.42 0.17 0.02* 
Order:2 0.08 0.17 0.62 
Order:3 0.06 0.17 0.71 
Usage -0.30 0.20 0.14 

Understanding this tech-
nique required a lot of 
mental efort. 

AIC:431.8, 
df.resid:136 

Intercept 3.74 0.22 <0.001*** 
Contextual -0.31 0.18 0.08† 

Contextual voice coding -0.73 0.18 <0.001*** 
Order:2 0.21 0.18 0.24 
Order:3 0.06 0.18 0.72 
Usage 0.19 0.24 0.44 

This technique disrupted 
my reading fow 

AIC:409.8, 
df.resid:136 

Intercept 4.05 0.20 <0.001*** 
Contextual -0.29 0.18 0.10 

Contextual voice coding -0.83 0.18 <0.001*** 
Order:2 -0.06 0.18 0.72 
Order:3 -0.25 0.18 0.16 
Usage 0.63 0.19 0.002** 

Overall preference 
(higher is better) 

AIC:341.2, 
df.resid:138 

Intercept 1.66 0.13 <0.001*** 
Contextual 0.32 0.15 0.04* 

Contextual voice coding 0.71 0.15 <0.001*** 
Usage 0.00 0.13 1.00 

***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, and †p<0.10 
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